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Chapter 1

SUlTImary by coordinator
The PRENLAB project started in March 1990. A start-up workshop was held in The
Hague, ivlay 7, 1996, coinciding with the XXI EGS (European Geophysical Society) General
Assembly lhere. The workshop was altended by all the contractors or their close cooperators,
with lhe exception of one. The first ste ps of the project were discussed and lhe work schedule
for lhe year was detailed. It was very successful to have the contractor meeting cninciding
\Vith the EGS meeting at this very start, where the contractors presented lheir methods and
got them tested in the general discussion among lhe geophysicists of Europe.
The project had a good slart. Some subproject.s st.art.ed alt-ead!' March l and all gol
st.arted during 1996, well before t.he cont.ractor meet.ing, which was coinciding wit.h t.he XXV
ESC General Assembly (European Seismological Commission) in Reykjavik, Sept.ember 9-14,
1996. Papers reflecting t.he progress of all t.he subprojects were presemed there at the various
symposia of the conference. The contractors met twice regularly, September 10 and 12.
Ol'iginally lhe support requested for this projecl from EC was 2.2 ]\IECU, but only
500.000 ECU could be provided by EC to a revised project. Tbe question \Vas raised, of
course, if it would be rigbt to cut. out significant part.s of tbe project to be better able to
make progress on other parts of it. It \Vas, however, agreed that it \\'as more wortb to keep
t.he multidiscipJinary charact.er of t.be project, 50 all the main projects were kept in. It was
evident. at the cont.ract.or meetings that. this decision was correct.. It showed t.o be possible
to achieve funds from ot.her SOlItTeS, especially for building out the seismological system.
Among others, Icelandic communilies and civil defence funds, the Icelandic Government and
lhe Icelandic Research Council could prov ide a significant contribution to extend the seismic
acquisition system, the SIL system. Most of the contractnrs succeeded to obtain guarantees
for being able to plan realistic projects falling witbin the objectives of the original applicatioll.
The subpl'ojects have all shown progress close to what was plan ned. However, one task
of the project is significantly delayed from what was planned. This is the program for
reviving the radon program in South Iceland together with development of an improved
liquid scintillation apparatus to rneasure the radon content of water. This is il minor part
of subproject 4: Borehole monitoring of fluid-rock interaction. The reason for tbe delay is
that ac1ditional funding wbich was countec1 on has not yet been provic1ec1. The total EC
contribution to this task is 20.000 ECU. Etrorts are still going on to obtain the necessary
ac1c1itional funding. Success is expectec1 witbin short so it is still consic1ered right to plan
this project. Meanwhile development work and research has been carried througb that will
ereate a belter basis for this task when it can get started.
It is of a great significance for the project how successfully the SIL acquisition system
has been expanded from the 18 stations that were available for the project at the time of
application, to the 33 stations that are now in the permanent network. This adc1s considerably lo the database which is available for the project. Another addition of a similar lype is
3
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that 29 broad-band seismie stations are operated temporarily in Iceland during the period
of the PRENLAB project. This is a part of the Ieeland Hotspot. Projeel. which is run in
cooperation bet.ween the Universit.y of Durham, iD Princeton Univer5ity, and the Icelandic
!vleteorological Office. The Hotspot net\Vork was installed during summer 1996 and \Vill be
operated until summer 1998. GeographiealJy the Iceland Hotspot. stations are eomplementary to the permanent SIL network, 50 it is of a great advance for the PRENLAB projcct to
have aeeess to thesc data.
Among results of a great significanec [Ol: earthquake prediction reseal'ch; the following

can be mentioned:

• Tt has been demonstrated in severaI studies involving work of seismologists geologists
and geophysicists that it is possible on basis of microearthquakes lo map subsurface
faults with a great accuracy. A good agreement is betwcen sHell studies within the
project baseel on microearthquakes and the results of stuelying lhe faults on the surface
when these are exposeel. The same is true for the inversion of stresses inferred from
microearthquakes that these coinciele generalJy very well wilh what can be expected,
baseel on paleostress studies of the geologists in this projecl, and have a relevance to
the first results gained from tbe borehole experiment.
1

• Among significant new results tbat can be reported is that changes of shear-\Vave
splitting at one of the SIL stations in the Soutb Icelanel seismic zone indicate stress
changes with time that most probably can he attributed the intrusion of lava into the
crust io the preparatory stage of the Vatnajiikull eruption that started on September
30, 1996. The seismic station is 160 km away from the fissure inlrusion. This inelicates
that it may be possible to prediet iocreased probability for triggering of earthquakes
baseel 00 mooitoriog of stress changes from outside the faull zone. It is also to be
pointeel out thal ooe of the maio pillars for using Icelanel as a lest area for earthquake
prediclion \Vas that it would be possible to monitor stress or strain changes caused
by measurable pulsations of the Icelanel plume. Thesc results have a coosequence in
general for nnderstallding how stresses are transmitted in the erust anywhere.
• A result of a great significance is that it has been shown tbat it is possible to use
satellite raelar interferometry for measuring stable plate motion eluring a period of a
couple of years in the favourable conditions that prevail in IcelaDel. This is of enormous
significaDce for constructing a dYDamical moele! of stress builel-up in aD earthquake
area.

• It has been demonstrated on two occasions by observations anel moelelling how f1uiel
intrusion may trigger earthquakes. In one case lhis was a magnituele 5.8 eartbquake,
in the other it \Vas an intensive earthquake sequence. This may be a key lo explain
or unelerstand foreshoeks whieh are frequently reporteel before large earthquakes in
Icelanel.
The results already obtaineel witbin the PRENLAB project haye been demonstrateel very
thoroughly, as mentioneel above, at the XXI EGS General Assembly in The Hague, May 6-10,
1996 and al the XXV ESC General Assembly in Reykjavik, September 9-14, 1996. These
4
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conferences gave a good opporlunity lo demonstrate obtained results within the praject and
to have them discusseel among European geoscientists. Same parts of the project have also
been demonstrated at some other meetings anel conferences. Papers.. which are based on the
resyarch within the projett have a!ready been published or submitteel as can be seen in the
publications lists in Chapters 3 and 4.
All the subprojeets of PRENLAB wcre demonstratcd at the nimh biennial EUG (European Union of Geosciences) meeting in Strasbourg, March 23-27, 1997, especiaJly in Union
Symposium 16, ((1\!fitigating geological hazarqs (risks)'\ where 10 oral presentations were direetly linked to PRENLAB. A significant presentation of PRENL-\B resnIts is also to be
expected at the XXVII lASPEl (International Association of Seismology and Physics of the
I'arth's Interim·) General Assembly in Thessalouiki, August 18-28, 1997.
A PRENLAB contractor meeting was held on March 25 in Strasbourg, coinciding with
tbe nintb bicnnial EUG meeting. In August there is planned a coutractor meeting cninciding
with the lASPEl Assembly.

.
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Main achievelnents as reported by the
responsible institutions
2.1

IMOR.DG: Icelanclic Meteorologica! Office, Department of
Geophysics

IMOR.OG coordinates the project and is responsible for subproject l, "Real-time eva1uation of earthquake-related-processes and development of database". The coordinator and
contractor is Ragnar Stefånsson. IMOR .OG is responsibJe for a significant extension of the
seismic network available for the project and for operating it. Tt has done cxtensive work
in refining and standardizing the earthquake datahases as well as related databases on slow
changes, where continuous borehole strainmeter and gravimeter measurements are most significant. It serves the other subprojects with data from these databases. It is also responsib1e
for projects in mapping of active faults, in studying seismicity patterns, in enhancing the
alert system in Iceland, for instaIling and testing new algorithms for data acquisition and
for enhanching the automatic evaluation proeesses. Tt cooperates closely with all the other
subprojects, and tbrougb its coordination all tbe subprojects are well Iinked together.
vVork has been carried out on all the tasks accOl·ding to the time schedule of the workprogramme, although tbe needs of other partners for parts of a new and refined database are
ahcacl of the intensive \Vork going on with refining it.

2.2

UUPP.DGEO: Uppsala University, Department of Geophysics

UUPP.OGEO is respansible for subproject 2, "Deve10pment of metbods using microearthquakes for monitoring erusta] instability". The contractor is Reynir B6dvarsson. Task l,
Methods for suberustal mapping of faults, Task 3, lvIetbods for monitoring the 10ea1 rock
stress tensor and Task 6, Development of methods for acquisition of continuous GPS data
tbrougb tbe SIL system, bave all been in progress according to the planned time sebedule.
Task 2, lvIethods for monitoring the crustal wave velocities, and Task 5, Methods for statistical analysis of tbe space/time distribution of microearthquakes and earthquakes, are delayed
by 2-4 months compared to the scheduJe. The main reason for tbis is that it was considered
right to wait for finishiog the ongoing refinement of the SIL database before starting tbese
tasks. However, significant preparatory work has been carried out for Task 2, and more work
tban scheduled bas been concentrated on Task 4, Metbods for monitoring stab1e/unstable
fau1t movements, which is a few months ahead of schedule of the workprogramme. Thus the
work on subproject 2 is as a wbole satisfactorily on schedule.
G
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In all tasks the closest cooperator is IMOR.DG, except in Task Gwbere the main coapcrator is NVT. A special cooperation is in preparation with UEDIN.DGG in stndying shear-wa,'e
splitting
in a borehole experiment in northern Iceland.
,

2.3

UEDIN.DGG: University of Edinburgh, Department of
Geology and Geophysics

VEDIN.DGG is responsibJe for subproject 3- "IVfonitoring stress changes befare earthquake:i
using seismie sheal'-wave splitting(~. The contractor is Stu art Crampin. UEDIN.DGG
cooperates c10sely with Ev[ORDG. Other significant cooperators are VUPP.DGEO and
GFZ.DR.DBL which will contrihute by providing data from borehole expcriments.
The tasks are within the workprogramme scheduJe.

2.4

GFZ.DR.DBL: Stift ung GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam,
Division 5, Disaster Research, Section 5.3 - Deep Borehole
Logging

GFZ.DR.DBL is respansible for subproject 4 as a whole: "Borehale monitoring of fluid-rock
interaction". Subproject 4 is divided into subpart A, managed by contractor Frank Roth of
GFZ.DRDBL and subpart B, managed by associated contractor Pall Einarsson of VICE.DG
(see 2.8)
All the tasks of subpart A, Geophysical loggings, have been carried out within the sch eduled time frame.
Subpart B, wbich is a minor part of subproject 4, is bebind tbe time schedule. The
reason is that it bas not been possible obtain additional funding as expected and needecL
The EC funding for subpart B was plan ned to be used for Task l of the subpart, i.e. to builc]
an improved LSC apparat us to measure radon content of water and gas samples. Tbis work
is at a final stage but has not been finalized yet as it has not been possible to get funds as
expected for carrying out Task 2 of the subpart, i.e. to revive tbe radon sampling program in
South Iceland. It is being worked on to obtain the necessary funds, and it can be expected
that Task 2 of this subpart will be 9 months delayed, i.e. that it will start in mo nth 1'1
instead of montb 5.
Other partners tbat cooperate c1ose!y with GFZ.DRDBL are I"fOR.DG and UBLG.DF.

2.5

CNRS.DTP: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
UPR 0234 - Dynamique Terrestre et Planetaire

CNRS.DTP is respansible for sllbproject 5 as a whole: "Active defarmation determinec1 from
GPS and SAR". The sllbproject is c1ivic1ec1 into twa sllbpal'ts, A anc1 B.
Subpart A, SAR interferometl'Y, is managed by contractor Kurt FeigJ of CNRS.DTP in
dose cooperation witb Freysteinn Sigmundsson of NVI (see 2.6). It io on schedule.
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SlIbpart B, GPS geodesy, is managed by associated contractor Freysteinn Sigmllndsson
of NVT (see 2.6), cooperating with Reynir B6dvarsson of UUPP.DGEO (see 2.2). The work
has , been on schedllle, however, continuous monitoring is not yet operative because of unsoh;ed technicai problems. This means that Task 2 of subpart B is partl.v delayed, i.e. a
part which l'elies on continuous GPS monitoring:. However other subtasks relying on olher
deformation measurements were started in month 4 of the project and have been Rnalized
with a publication.
1

2.6

NVI: Nordie Volcanological Institute

Nvr is

responsible for subproject 6: "Formation and developmcnl of seismogenic faults and
fault. populations". Subproject 6 is divided into sllbparl A, Paleoslresses, managed by associaled contractor Francaise Bergerat of CNRS.TT (see 2.9) and slIbpart B, Field and theoretical studies of faults and fault populations, managed by contraclor Ag\ist GlIdmuIldsson
of NVT. Tn carrying out the tasks NVT aTso cooperates closely with UBLG.DF.
The progress of both su bparts is on sched ule.

2.7

UBLG.DF: University of Bologna, Department of Physics

UBLG.DF is respansible for subproject 7: "TheoreticaT analysis of faulting and earthqllake
pracesses". This subproject is divided in twa subparts, A and B.
Subpart A, Crust-mantle rheology in Iceland and Mid-Atlantic Ridge from studies of
post-seismic rebound, is managed by contractor Mallrizio Bonafede of UBLG.DF. Subpart
A is \Vell \Vithin the time schedule of the \Vorkprogramme.
Subpart B, IV!odelling of the earthquake related space-time behaviour of the slress Reid
in the fault system of southern Tceland, is managed by associated contractor Frank Roth of
GFZ.DR.DBL (see 2.4). UBLG.DF also works closeJy with NVT in carrying out tbe tasks.
All parts of subpart B started on schedule, i.e. in March 1996, except Task 4 which will
start in May 1997. The tasks have not been RnaIized on schedllle due to problems in hiring
a co-\Vorker. This problem was sol ved in January 1997, and work is progressing fast now
and \Vill be Rnalized within the project period.

2.8

UICE.DG: University of Iceland, Science Institute

Associated contractor Pall Einarsson (see 2.4).

2.9

CNRS.TT: Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Departement
de Geotectonique

Associated contractor Francoise Bergerat (see 2.6).
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Chapter 3

Summary of scientific achievements by
subprojects and tasks
3.1

Subproject 1: Real-time evaluation of earthquake-related~processes and development of database, and coordination
of the project as a whole

Coordinator/ contractor:
Ragnar Stefansson
Department of Geophysies
Icelandic Meteorologiea] Office
Bustadavegur 9
150 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354-560~0600
Fax: +354-552-8121
E-mail: ragnar@vedur.is
Reseachers:
Einar KjarLansson
E-mail: eik@vednr.is
Kristjan Agustsson
E-mail: kri@vedur.is
Gunnar B. Guomundsson
E-mail: gg@vedur.is
Pall Halld6rsson
E-mail: ph@vedur.is
Steinnnn S. .Jakobsd6ttir
E-mail: ssj@vedur.is
Th6runn Skaftad6tLir
E-mail: thonmn@vedur.is
Sigurdur Th. Riignvaldsson
E-mail: sr@vedur.is
Bardi ThorkeIsson
E-mail: bardi@vedur.is
All at Department of Geophysies
Icelanclic Meteorological Office
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iLT/c!

tasks

Einar Kjartansson was especially hired as a researcher for the projecl from Mareh l, 1996, and
has been working on it full time from the very beginning. The other researchers mentioned
are ~taff members of the Department of Geophysies. The)' have carried out 48 man months
of 'york for the projeet during the first year, paid by IMOR .DG.

3.1.1

Task 1: Database, development and service

Start: Mareh 1996 (month l)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Respansible partner: I)V[OR.DG
3.1.1.1

Task I.l: Data collection

A very significant aehievement within Task 1 is the increase of number of operating seismic
stations. In the original application to EC, 12 SIL type seismic stations were requested. The
cutting of the applicaiion did not permit any new stations accorc1ing

lO

our awn evaluation.

However, it showed to be possible to arrange funds from other sources to build 15 new
permanent SIL stations. These stati ans are as other permanent sla lions of the SIL network
anliJabJe for the PRENLAB project and of great signifieanee for it. However, they do not
fully complement what was asked for in the original applieation as they are not all at sites
most preferable for the projec\.
Anyhow, since the start of the PRENLAB project in March 1996, the number of SIL
stations in operation has inereased from 18 to 33. The new stalions are fUllded by Icelandic communities, hydrothermal and hydroeleetrical power companies, civil defenee funds,
a private tnnnel-digging company, the Icelandie R.esearch Council, and indireetly by research
groups eanying out tomographic studies, whieh can make use of the powerful SIL aequisition
system. The largest supporter of this build-up project of the SIL system is IMOR..DGjthe
Tcelandic Government, which besides contributions to the initial cost5 guaraniees the opera-

tion east of the system.
From summer 1996 to summer 1998, 29 extra digital broad-band stations are operated
continuonsly at remote places not covered by the SIL system, main]y for collecting teleseismic
data. This is a part of the Iceland Hotspot project, lead by GiJlian FOlllger, University of
Durham. Among other parti ei pants are Prineeton University, with Jason Morgan and Guust
Nolet, and Bruce Julian of the U.S. Geologieal Survey, besieles DfOR...DG. The waveform
information from these stations will be included into the SIL evaluation processes, especially
as concerns the local seismic activity. This is a very significant aelelition to the data that
we aceoreling to tbe original plan can approach for the PRENLAB project. As the Hotspot
Project stations are operated at sites where we bave only few SIL stations they can provide
us with a much more general overview about the stress conc1itions in the country as a whole,

thao wOlllel be possible with the SIL system only. Figure l shows the locations of the seismie
stations operated in Ieelanel eluring tbe perioel of the later part of the PR.ENLAB project.

10
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Figure 1: Seismie station networks, strainmeters and gravimeters in Iceland in 1997.
3.1.1.2

Task 1.2: The database access

A refined and easily accessible database for SIL data is under construction. Since 1991,
50.000 earthquakes have been recorded by the SIL system. The data were automatically
evaluated and manually corrected.
Facilities have been developed to store all the data on-line on hard disks. Seismogram
data is stored using packed binary format where only the number of bits that is required to
store sample to sample variation is stored.
Other data is stored in relational database tables. Station parameters such as coordinates, instrument characteristics and time corrections are stored in separate tables. This
information is incorporated into headers when data are extracted from the database.
In order to insure against loss of data, procedures and facilities have been developed to
back up all data onto magnetic tapes. All new data and modifications are written to tape
each day and all data are written to tape approximately every two weeks. Periodically, a
set of tapes is moved for storage to a different site. As magnetic tapes only last a few years,
and the long-term stabilty of optical storage media is not weU established, this is possibly
the most effective way to permanently preserve the data, and it has the advantage that the

11
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data is illways readily aeeessible.
The exisLing database bas shown to have faults whieh made il diffieult to use by man)'
scieptists which needed evaluated data. Tt is lherefore neeessary to reevaluale mueh of
lhe, data befare storing thcm in a new, refined database. The ree,'alualion is eurrentl)"
bcing pcrformed and now the reevaluated database is availablc since 1995. The work with
reevaluating the cm'lier years will be carried out during thc next foul' weeks.
In spite of the necessary reevaluation, data from the SIL database have been providcd to
the various projects of PRENLAB as reqncsted.
\Vork bas bcen ca!Ticd out for a ncw, rccvaluatcd and rcOned eataloguc of earthquakes in
Iceland since 1926. The eataloguc from 1926-1963 has been reevaluated and put on digital
form. The refinement of the more recent catalogues is iD progress.
Spatial ehanges in seismicity have been studied in an area along the Rcykjanes Peninsula,
t.he South Iceland Lowland and into the eastem volcanic zone.
"Vork has been earried out for refined estimation of magnitudes and locations of historcial
earthquakes.
Much work has been ea!Tied out in interpreting data from yolumetric borehole strainmeters. Premonitory and coseismic ebanges, volumetric strain, and foreshocks, of the matnit.ude 5.8 earthquake at Vatna~ii:ill, near the eastem end of the South Iceland seismie zone,
haye beeu studied with resu!ts that iudieate fluid intrusion eoineiding with foreshoeks and
the main shock.
A long-term overview (sinee 1979) of the 7 volumetrie strainmeters in Tceland is being
worked out. Metbods have been dcvelopcd for c1eaning the strainmeter reeord of weather
influences.
The seismicity of Katla vo1cano wbieh is beneath the Myrdalsji:ikull glaeier has been
studiee!. Eruptions in Katla posc a considerable danger because of enormous water- and
mudaows which accompany the eruptions. Tt is ane of the objectives of the SIL network to
help to wam for tbe eruptions.
The seismicity of the vo!canic eruption in Vatnaji:ikull, whieh started at the end of September 1996, was studied as conccms hypocenters and meehanisrn of the earthquakes whieh were
linked to the eruption. Much effort was put in saving data on this remarkable eruption from
the seismie networks, both earthquake data as well as data on vo!canic tremor. Vatnaji:ikull
is elireetly above the Iceland mantle plume and chauges of the plume activity greatly affeet
the seismicity along aJl of the plate boundary in Iceland.
Although the SIL system is a seismie data acquisition system, tbat is primarily elesigneel
for automatie acquisition and evaluatioll of data from loeal microearthquakes, it can also
be used for collecting teleseismic and regional data for deep structure stuelies. It broadens
the scientific use of the network anel has maele it easier to extend the network to a large
part of the plate bounelary in Iceland. The SIL station software has now been moclified
allowing for selection of waveform data aclditionally at 20 and 4 samples per second. Tbis
makes it economically possible to save long-time periods of seismologica] data from the SIL
stations. \Vc have developed an automatie proeedure to seleet and store teleseismie data
in the SIL system based on USGSjNEIC information on teleseismie events in the whole
world whieh are measurable in Iceland. From USGSjNEIC we reeeive E-mail messages
with a single-line information on earthquakes they have c1etermined, the so-called "E" type
12
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messages. A seleetion program reads tbe messages aud seleets eveuts that fultill eertain
eriteria of magnitude anc! epicentral c!istanee. The program uses tbe iaspei91 moc!el to
compute
the first arrival time at eaeh station. The teleseismic bodv. wave data are fetchec!
,
wiq! a sampling rate of 20 samples (in same eases 100 samples) per secanc! and the surfaee
wave c!ata with sampling rate of 4 samples per secanc! from the 1-3 days lang ringbuffer of
the SIL site stations.
"Vork has been earriec! out for stuc!ying anc! retining the alert tbresholds for the SIL
relatec! alert system in Icelanc!.
An alert c!eteetor monitoring large amplitudes, backgrounc! noise (trernor) anc! clirectivity
of the mieroseisms has been tunec! for the l Hz sensors of the system, using Hekla trernor from
1991 as test set. Implementation anc! tuning of a banc!pass filter is neec!ec! for broac!-banc!
sensors.

A real-time filter has recenlly been introc!ucec! into the on-hne process of the system,
to be tunec! for c!etecting signals anc! harmonic trernor, whieh cannot be c!etectec! tbrough
the automatie event c!etection of the SIL system. The contiuuous seismic signal at the SIL
site stations is banc!pass filterec! at 0.5-1 Hz, 1-2 Hz anc! 2-4 Hz anc! tbe 1 min ute mean
amplitnc!e is scannec! and sent to the SIL center, where the interpretation of charaeteristics
of the trernor is earriecl out anc! linkec! to the alert system. Visua! presentation of this c!ata
gives an useful inc!ieation of the multiplicity of activity in real-time.
The extension of the SIL system into the highlanC!s of IeelanC! has leac! to many problems
in the automatie c!etection anc! analysis. The SIL system was c!evelopec! for use in tbe seismic
zones. Monitoring in the bighlanc!s reveals in many ways new problems. Much work has
been carriec! out to lower the c!eteetion thresholc! for earthquakes in the voleanic Central
Icelanc!. The new real-time filter mentionec! above will be usec! for this purpose together
with Luning of parameters.
Work has beeu carriec! out on recent high seismie aetivity near tbe Hengill triple junction in S\:V-Ieelanc!, i.e. spatial anc! temporaI varationo of activity bave been stuc!iec! anc!
migration within the area. Fault pJane so!utions of more than 20.000 earthquakes have been
studiec! in tbe area. Work has been carriec! out on c!etailec! mapping of seismieally active
faults in the Tjiirnes fraeture zone, basecl on multievent hypocenter loeations anc! on fault
I)]ane solutians. This bas been c!one in eooperation with the NV!.
Work has been carriec! out to finc! 3-D crustal veloeity structure in SW-Icelanc! from
loeal earthquake tomography in eooperation with UUPP. OGEO.
\:Vork has startec! on a methoc! to use eross-correlatiou of wa\'eforms to aecurately and
automatically c!etermine onsets and elassify earthquakes, in cooperatioIl wiLb UUPP.OGEO.
There has been c10se eooperation with Uppsala in various other fielcls, such as stress tensor
inversion proeec!ures and mapping of faults.

3.1.2

Task 2: To map seismically active minifaults of the seismie fauIt
systems

Start: Mareh 1996 (month l)
Enc!: February 1998 (mo nth 24)
Respansible partner: IMOR.OG

13
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Cooperative

partner~:

UUPP,DGEO, NVI

'''ork has been going on in lIsing all userul seismological data for mapping active carthquake
faults in the Tjiirnes fracture zone at the norl:h coast of Jcehmd (Figure 2). The method
lIsed is multievent method baseel on cross-correlating sirnilar signais at the the same seis·
mic station. Provieled the time accuraey of the seismic elata of tbe SIL system, c10se t.o
1 millisecoDd, aelive faults can be mappeel witb accuraey of tbe oreler of 10 meters. Fault
plaDe solutians based on spectra! amplitudes of P and S waves are then used as a part of
the mapping to revea! tbe sense of the fault motion. Severa! specia! fan!t mapping efforts
have been earried out related to ongoing earthquake sequellees in other part.s of the country,
sa gradually information on fault arrangement in difFerent parts along tbe plate boundary is
'being collectec\.

3.1.3

Task 3: To search for time and space patterns in the multiplicity of
information in the SIL data

Start: June 1996 (month 4)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Respansible partner: IMORDG
Cooperative partners: UUPP.DGEO, NVI
Work has heen carried out on recent bigb seismic activity near t.he HengiIl triple junction
ill SVV-JcelaDd, spatia! and temporaI varations of activity bave been studied and migration
within the area. Fault plane solutions of more than 20.000 earthquakes have been studieel
in the area (Figure 3).

3.1.4

Task 4: Introduction of new algorithms into the alert system and
other evaluations of the SIL system

Start: June 1996 (month 4)
Enel: February 1998 (montb 24)
Respansible partner: IMORDG
Cooperative partner: UUPP.DGEO
The basic option of the SIL seisrnic system techniques is to use microearthquakes to bring to
the surface information from tbe source areas of eartbquakes. Baseel on detai!eel microearthquake analysis it is possible to monitor active faults anel movements across tbese, as well as
stresses and stress changes in their surroundings. The smaller the eanhquakes are wbich call
be useel tbe eloser we are to continuous monitoring of sueb features, anel the more detai!ed
information we obtain of the spatial conclitions. Therefore it is sa significant to be able to
obtain automatically as detailecl and secure information as possible.
Work is going on for introc1ucing ACIS into the automatic procec1ures of the SiL system.
ACIS is an acronym for "Reducing manual checking by Autornatie Correiation of Incoming
SignaIs". As has been sho\Vn in the work on multievent analysis for detaileel rnapping of faults
most sei smie events eorrelate \Vell with each other \Vithin some areas. Basec1 on this a new
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approximation has been started for the automatic operation of the SIL network in Iceland.
A geographically indexed datahase is heing created where different classes of earthquakes are
stored.
, As new earthquakes are recorded by the network, the system automatically looks for
similar
, waveforms in the database, and jf found, takes the onset and the first motion direction
picks from there. ff no existing entry in the database correlates with the newevent, the event
is checked interactively by the network operators. This approach will improve the accuracy
of the automatic analysis and reduce the need of work for interactive checking of the data
without loss of useful signals.
Preliminary testing has demonstrated that the approach described here is possible. It
is expected that the first version of the algorithm will be ready for testing within the SIL
~ystem in J uly 1997.

Figure 2: Mapped faults within the Tjomes fracture zone off the north coast of lceland.
Black lines indicate fa'Ults mapped with conventional refi,ection seismic methods or by direct
observations on-land. Red lines are 35 active fault segments mapped using accurate relative
locations of microearthquakes recorded by the SIL network. Seismic stations are denoted by
triangles. Dark patches are sites of recent volcanism. The depth contour interval is 100 m.
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Figure 3: Earthquakes in the Hengill volcanic area, SW-Iceland. The red lines show the
location and orientation of fault planes estimated from the relative location of earthquakes.
The black lines are mapped surface faults, yellow eireles are reloeated earthquakes. The inset
rose diagram shows the orientation of the 28 faults mapped using aceurate relative loeations
of earthquakes.
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A new algorithm has been introdueed into the alert proeedure, which is a speeial noise
monitor. Noise is monitored by real-time filtering of the digital data from the seismie stations
in tpree specified frequency bands, i.e. 0.5-1.0 Hz, 1.0-2.0 Hz and 2.0-4.0 Hz. During the
recqnt eruption in Vatnajiikull these frequencies showed to be useful in diserirninating noise
of different origin. The lower frequeneies are typieal for harmonic voleanic trernor, \Vhile the
highest frequency seems to be expressing noise created bl' very intensiw activity ol' very small
earthquakes, although these are not discriminated as such. Such an aetivity is more typieal
in the appraaching of an eruption and rna)' possibly be of significance in the introductionar.\'
phase of earthquakes. M uch work remains to be done to analyze the noise and how it is
related to other actil'ities of the erustal forces. This noise monitoring is alreacly naIV used
to monitor volcanic acivity. The experienc'e \Vill nIsa be a good basis for designing a new
detector in the SIL system IVhieh lViII be ai med at detecting anel automatically evaluating
"sialV earthquakes" (meaning small earthquakes lVith corner frequencies of the order of 1 Hz)
IVhich are aften observed in Iceland.

3.1.5

Meetings and conferences

R.agnar Stefånsson attended the XXI EGS General Assembly in The HiLgue, Mal' 6-10, 1996,
anel the PRENLAB contract.or meeting which was held t.here. He also attended the XXV
ESC General AS5embly in Reykjavik, September 9-14, 1996 (president of the Loca] Organiz.
ing Gommittee), and ane of the twa PRENLAB contractor meetings held there. He lVas a
eonvenor of the speeial EG seismic risk workshop IVhieh was held there incillding coordinat.ors
of olher angoing EC seismic risk prajeets. The following researcbers at IMOR..DG attended
the second eont.ractor meeting in Reykjavik: Sigllrdllr Th. Rogll\'aldsson, Påll HalldårssoIl,
I<ristjåIl Agustsson, Einar Kjartansson, Gunnar B. Gllilmundsson anel Steinunn S. Jakobs·
elåttir.

3.1.6

Publications

11\ Angelier, .I., STh. RiignvalelssoIl, F. Bergerat, A. Guilmundsson, S. Jakobsdåttir & R.
Stel'ånsson 1996. Earthquake foeal mechanisms aoel recent faulting: a seismoteetonie analysis
in the VordufeJi area, South Iceland seismie ZOIle. In: B. Thorkeisson (editor), Seismology
in Europe. Papers presented at tbe XXV ESG General AS5embly, September 9-14, 1996,
Reykjavik, Icelanel. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 199-204.
121 Agustsson, K. 199Ga. Gontinuous strain measurements in SW-Iceland with foeus on the
1987 Vatnafjiill earthquake and the 1991 Hekla erllption. Thesis for Fil.lic. degree, Uppsala
University, 34 p.
131 Agustsson, 1<. 199Gb. Pyngdarmælingar å Suilurlandi (gravity measurements in SW-Ieeland). Rit VeourstoJu Islands. Research report Vi-R96001-JAOl, Reykjavik, 37 p.
14/ Agtlstsson, K. 1996c. Alvakinn (testing and tun ing of tbe seismie alert system). Greinarge,'o VeoursloJu Islands. Report Vi-G96031-JA03, Reykjavik, 13 p. + figures.
151 Agustsson, K., A. Linde & R.. St.efånsson 1996. The 1987 Vatna(joll earthquake South
Iceland viewed by strainmeters: informat.ion on source proeesses from associated deforma·
tion. In: B. ThorkeIsson (eelitor), Seismology in Europe. Papers presented at the XXV
ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, R.eykjavik, Iceland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X,
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175-180.
[61 Agtlstsson, K. 19U7. Overview of seismic activiLy in !celancl .January 1995 - November
1996.
, Preliminary report on SIL clata. G,·einarge,.{J VeJurstoju fslrmds. Report Vf-G97002.JAQ2, Reykjavik, 7 p. + figures.
171 Boovarsson, R., S.Th. Ri:ignvalclsson & R. Slunga 1996. Waveform correlation as a tool for
automatic phase picking. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelanel. Icelanelic Meteorological Office, ?\'Iinistry for the Em·ironment, University of Icelanel.
18] Boovarsson, R., S.Th. Ri:ign\'alclsson, S. .Jakobscl6ttir, R. Slunga &. R. Stefånsson 1996.
The SIL elata acquisition anel monitoring system. Seism. Res. Leit. 67,35-46.
191 Grampin, S., H.J. Rowlanels & R. Stefånsson 1996. Monitoring stress eluring magma
injection. Geophys. Res. Lett., submitted.
[.l Ol Guomundsson, G. 1996. Seismicity in the central volcanoes beneaLh M)'relals- anel EyjafjaJlaji:ikuJl. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996,
Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandic Meteorological Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Tceland.
il 11 Guomundsson, G., S. Jakobsd6ttir & R. Bi:iovarsson 1996. Automatic seleetion of teleseismie data in the SIL system. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General AssembJy, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, leelanel. leelandie Meteorological Office, ;Vlinistry for the Environment, University of IceJand.
1121 HaJlel6rsson, P. 1996a. Estimations of magnitueles of historical earthquakes. Tn: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelanel.
Icelandic Meteorological Office, lVIinistry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
1131 HaJld6rsson, P. 1996b. Spatial changes in seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula and
South Iceland Lowland. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandic Meteorologieal Office, ?vlinistry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
1141 HaJld6rsson, P., Th. Skaftad6ttir & G. Guomundsson 1996. A new catalogue of earthquakes in Iceland 1926-1974. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 199G, Reykjavik, Icelanel. Icelandie Meteorologica! Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
[15j .Takobscl6ttir, S. 1996a. The SIL network: The need of auLomatie proeessing in seismieally active areas. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14,
1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandie Meteorological Office, Ministry for the Environment.,
U ni versi ty of Iceland.
116j.Jakobsd6ttir, S. 1996b. Alert-deteetor in the SIL network. In: Abstraets from the XXV
ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandie Meteorologica]
Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Icelancl.
[171.Jakobscl6ttir, S. & F. Seherballm 199G. Effeets of the aeausal respanse of zero phase FIR
fil ters on the anset time determination of P waves for intermecliate and big earthqllakes. In:
Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelancl.
Icelandie Meteorologieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Ieelanel.
il8J Kjartansson, E. 199G. Database for SIL earthquake data. In: Abstraets from the XXV
ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 199G, R.eykjavik, Iceland. Icelandie )Vleteorological
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Office, Ministry for the Environmeut, Uni"ersity of Iceland.
1191 Kjartansson, E., S. Jakobsd6ttir, P. Erlendsson & G. Foulger 1997. Stafræn (,rvinnsla
gos6r6a
(digital evaluation of vo1canic noise). In: Abstracts from the symposium on the
,
eruption in Vatnajokull 1996. Geological Society of Iceland, February 22, 1997.
1201 Linde, AT., l.S. Saeh, R. Stefånsson, K. Ågustsson, O. Kamigaiehi & K. Kanjo 1996.
Strain measurements and vo1canie eruptions. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Ieelandie Meteorological Office, lvfinistry
for Lhe Environment, University of Iceland.
1211 jdochizuki, M., H. Shiobara, H. Shimamura, R Stefånssoll E,:. G. Gudmulldsson 1996.
CrusLal strueture beneaLh Reykjanes R.idge obtaincd by OBS refraction study. In: Abstracts
from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Re)'kjavik, Iceland. Icelandie
Meteorologieal Office, MinisLry for the Em'ironment, University of Iceland.
122] Mochizuki, M., H. Shimamura, R. Stefånsson, H. Shiobara, G. Gudmundsson, & B.
Branelsc!6ttir 1996. Mieroseismieity anc! erustal strueture offshore north of Iceland. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Icelandie Meteorologieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, Uni"ersity of Iceland.
1231 Rognva1dsson, S.Th., Å. Guomundsson & R. Slnnga 1996: Seismicity anel style of faulting in the Tjornes fracture zone, North Iceland. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General
Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelanelic l\leteorologieal Office, Jv[jnbtry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
1241 Rognvaldsson, S.Th., G. Guomundsson, K. Ågustsson, S. Jakobsd6ttir & R Stefansson
1996: Recent seismicity near the Hengill triple-junction, SW-Icelanel. In: B. Thorkelsson (editor), Seismology in Em·ope. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly,
September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelanel. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 461-466.
1251 Rognvaldsson, S.Th., G. Guomundsson, K. Ågustsson, S. Jakobsel6ttir, R Slunga &
R Stefansson 1997. Seismicity in the Hengi11 vo1canic area, SW-IceJand. VolClLnology and
Seismology, submitteel.
1261 Shimamuril, H., R. Stefånsson, M. Mochizuki, T. vVatanabe, H. Shiobara, G. Gudmundsson & P. Eioarsson 1996. Northern Reykjanes R.idge mieroseismieity revealed by den se OBS
arrays. In: Abstraets from tbe XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, lceJanel. Icelandie Meteorologieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of
Iceland.
1271 Slefånsson, R. 1996. Towards earthquake predietion in Iceland. In: B. ThorkeIsson (eelitor), Seismology in Europe. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Ieelancl. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 3-8.
1281 Slefånsson, R, R.. Bodvarsson & G. Guomunclsson 1996. Icelanel plume tectonies. Some
speeulations and facts. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismology in Eumpe. Papers presenled at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14,1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN
9979-60-235-X, 505-511.
1291 Stefånsson, R., S. Crampin, G. Guomundsson, K. Ågustsson, P. Halld6rsson & S.Th.
Rognvaldsson 1997. Jaroskjålftar og spennubreytingar tengelar innskoti kviku og eldgosi i
Vatnajokli. (earthquakes and stress ebanges related to magma intrusion and eruption in
Vatnajokull). In: Abstraets from the symposium on tbe eruption in Vatnajokull 1996. GeoJoeicaJ Society of leeland, February 22, 1997.
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Icelanelic Meteorological Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Icelancl.
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3.2

Subproject 2: Development of methods using microearthquakes for monitoring crustal instability

Contractor:
Reynir Bodvarsson
Department of Geophysics
Uppsala University
Villaviigen 16
8-752 36 Uppsala
8weden
Tel: +46-18-182378
Fax: +46-18-501110
E-mail: rb@geofys.uu.se
Researchers:
Ragnar Slunga

Department of Geophysics
Uppsala University
Villavagen 16
8-752 36 Uppsala
Sweden
Tel: +46-18-182378
Fax: +46-18-501110
E-mail: ragnar@geofys.uu.se
Bjorn Lund, Ph.D. student
E-mail: bl@geofys.uu.se
Zaher Hossein Shomali, Pb.D. student
E-mail: hs@geofys.uu.se
Both at Department of Geophysics
Uppsala University
Reynir B6dvarsson is 40% funded by EC and Ragnar Slunga 20%.
Tbe SIL microearthquake system produces detailed results of automatic analysis of large
number of microearthquakes. To be able to work efIiciently witb this kind of information
a special interactive program bad previously been created. During the PRENLAB project,
this program has now been further developed and allows now tbe results from single event
location, from multievent location, from fault plane solution, and from rock stress tensor
inversion as input. The program can now be used for steering results from one analysis to
anotber, for example can tbe relative locations give constraint on tbe fault plane orientation
which can be used in tbe input for both fauIt pl ane solutions and rock stress tensor inversion.
Tbe development of this interactive software bas 0.150 required moc1ifications in all other
software to facilitate the information flow between the different algorithms.
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3.2.1

Task 1: Methods for suberustal mapping of faults

Start: March 1996 (month 1)
End: July 1996 (month 5)
Responsible partner: UUPP.DGEO
Cooperative partner: IMOR..DG
The algorithm for absolute and relative Iocation of microearthquake, has been implemcntcd
in the SIL systcm routinc analysis. This software has been applied in a search of crustal
faults both in the north (Tj6rnes fraeture 20ne) and in the SIL arca. This work has been
in cooperation with geologists and these faults found from the microearthquakes showa
remarkahle agreement with the fault information available from sea hottom and land surveys.
These studies also indicate the power of the muItievent Iocation tcchnique for diseriminating
the fault plane and the auxiliary plane. Apaper will soon be submitled for publieation. An
example of the results using this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

3.2.2

Task 2: Methods for monitoring the erustal wave veloeities

Start.: July 1996 (month 5)
End: Oetober 1997 (month 20)
Responsible partner: UUPP.DGEO
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
YVork on methods for monitoring ehanges in wave velocities are somewhat delayed because
it is considered more effective to concentrate on this after the refined database has been
completed. Some preliminary work has been earried out towards invcrsion for the 3-D
vcIoeity strueture in the SIL area. The first results show au interesting veIoeity anomaly at
the lower boundary of the brittle erust (Figure 4). This work is a basis for effeetive work on
finishing Task 2.

3.2.3

Task 3: Methods for monitoring the Ioeal rock stress tensor

Start: Mareh 1996 (month 1)
Est.imated end: September 1997 (month 19)
Rcsponsible partner: UUPP.DGEO
Coopcrative partner: IMOR.DG
Software for rock strcss tensor inversion based sole[y on mieroearthquake information is
under development. Stress tensor inversion based on only mieroearthquake information has
a emeial point in the ehoiee of fault plane (eliminating the auxiliary plane). This new softwarc
allows to base this ehoiee on not only the fit to the stress tensor for the slip direetion but
also due to stahility and (perhaps most prornising) due to relative loeations of c10sely spaeed
simi!ar mieroearthquakes. This allows a stress tensor inversion eompletely based on direct
in formation from the mierocarthquakes without adding restrietions based on surface geology.
The stat.e of the work is that t.he software is developed and implemented in t.he SIL system
cont.ext. Test.s wit.h synthetie data and with real data from the SIL area has been performed.
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Figure 4: 3-D P wave velocity at 10 km depth in the CTust beneath SW-Iceland estimated
from loeal earthquake tomogmphy.
At present we are testing the algorithm and comparing the results with other algorithms.
Preliminary results are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

3.2.4

Task 4: Methods for monitoring stable/unstable fault movements

Start: October 1996 (month 8)
Estimated end: February 1998 (month 24)
Respansible partner: UUPP.DGEO
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
This part of the project depends highlyon the results from Task l and Task 3. This will
thus be the last task to be finalized within the project. However, a thorough testing of the
various algorithms used in the microearthquake analysis is being worked on. The first step
was to test the automatic algorithm for the fault plane solution. This has been done by
performing full waveform inversion for the moment tensors for a few selected earthquakes
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Figure 5: Stress tensor inversion of microearthquake fault plane solutions is complicated by
the fact that two possible fault planes are presented by the seismological fault plane solution.
This problem does not exist for geological data. In muer to investigate different ways of
handling this the geological data presented by Ange/ier in 1979 was used to create arealistie
set of microearthquake data but with known troe fault plane. The four eircles are equal area
projections of the lower hemisphere. The left ones show the directions of maximum and
minimum principal stresses (Ul and (3) for the stress tensors. The right ones show the
orientations of the assumed fault planes (the direction of their normals). Two different ways
of handling with the fault plane ambiguity of microearthquake data were tested. The upper
two eircles show the results when the choice of fault plane was bas ed on the fit to Bott's
criterion (the one with smallest deviation was accepted). The lower circles show the results
when the plane with lowest stability (Mohr-Coulomb frictional model) was assumed to be the
fault plane. In this later case all assumed fault planes were correct while the upper purely
geometrical choice took the auxiliary plane for 20 of the 38 events. Although the stress tensor
directions are very similar the size of the intermediate principal stress differs. In addition it
is obvious that the purely geometrical approach gives very optimistic confidence regions. In
conclusion this dataset indicates the value of including stability considerations into the stress
tensor inversion in presenee of auxiliary planes.
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Figure 6: An example of applications of the two methods of Figure 5 to real microearthquake
data. Both methods gives two quite different optima with maximum principal direction either
vertical or horizontal. The main differenee is again in the uncertainty and in the choice of
fault planes. The purely geometrical method chooses a large number of sub-horizontal planes
although the optimum stress tensor indicates strike-s/ip stress conditions.
in the SIL area. The results show a very good agreement with the automatic fault plane
solutions produced by the SIL system. This paper will be submltted for publication during
1996 or early 1997. Work on this task was started earlier than planned because Tasks 2 and
5 are delayed due to the delay of the refined SIL database. Further work on this task is
planned through out the project period.

3.2.5

Task 5: Methods for statistical analysis of the space/time distribution of microearthquakes and earthquakes

Start: May 1997 (month 15)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Responsible partner: UUPP.DGEO
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
Work on this task will co=ence soon, Le. when the refined SIL database is available.
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3.2.6

Task 6: Development of a method for acquisition of continuous GPS
data through the SIL system

Start: Ivray 1996 (month 3)
Estimated end: May 1997 (month 15)
Responsible partners: UUPP.DGEO, NVI
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
The software for transferring GPS data to the center in ReykjaYik has been completed. ~le
have had difficulties in getting information about software and/or software protocols for the
Trimble 4000 GPS instrument". \Ve have been trying to use DOS software from TI:imble
running under a DOS emulator for Interaetive Unix, whieh is the operating system used at
the stations. This has not succeeded as yet. Sa there is no continuous GPS c!ata reeorc!ing as
by now. The plan now is to insta]] Solaris operating system on the computers at the seleetec1
sites to be able to run the Trimble software. The SIL Utility Software bas been compiled
for Solaris. As soon as the IMOR.DG can insta]] Solaris on this sites the operation can be
started.

3.2.7

Publications

III Bodvarsson, R., S.Th. Rognvaldsson, S. Jakobsc!6ttir, R. Slunga & R.. Stefånsson 1996.
The SIL data aequisition and monitoring system. Se·ism. Res. Leit. 67, 35-46.
121 Bodvarsson, R., S.Th. Rognvaldsson & R. Slunga 1996. Wawform correlation as a tool for
automatie ph ase picking. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandie Meteorologieal Office, ~·rinistry for the Environ·
ment, University of feelanc!.
131 Guomundsson, G., S. Jakobsd6ttir & R. Bodvarsson 1996. Automatie selection of teleseis·
mie data in the SIL system. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Asscmbly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, feeland. feelanc!ie Meteorological Office. :vrinistry for tbe Environ·
ment, University of Icelanc!.
[4] Rognvaldsson, S.Th., A. Gudmundsson & R. Slunga 1996. Seismieity and style of faulting
in the Tjornes fracture zone, North Iceland. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General As·
sembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelanc!. Ieelandic ll'leteorologieal Office, Ministry
for tbe Environment, University of lceland.
15] Stefånsson, R., R. Bodvarsson, & G. GudmunC!sson 1996. IeelanC! plume teetonies. Same
speculations and facts. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), SC'ismology in EU1'Ope. Papers pre·
sented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, feeland. ISBN
9979-60-235-X, 505-511.
16] n'yggvason, A., S.Th. R.ognvalc!sson & O.G. FI6venz 1996. 3-D P- and S-wave veloeity
strueture beneath South-West Ieeland derived from loeal earthquake tomography. In: Ah·
straets [rom the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, R.eykjavik, Iceland.
Ieelandie Meteorologieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, Cniversity of Iceland.
171 Slunga, R. & B. Lund 1996. Stress tensor inversion based on mieroearthquake foeal
meehanisms. In: Abstraets from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996,
Reykjavik, feelanc!. lcelandie Meteorological Office, lvrinistry for the Environment, Univer·
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sitY of Icelanc1.
18J Shomali, Z.H. & R. Slllnga 1996. Determination of the mechanism and source parameters
of earthqllakes by Ilsing moment tensor inversjon of earthquakes in the South Iceland seismie
zon~. In: Abstracts from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14,1996, Reykjavik,
Iceland. Tcelandic Meteorological Office, Mioislry for the Environment, University oflceland.
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3.3

,

Subproject 3: Monitoring stress changes before earthquakes
using seismie shear-wave splitting

Con,tractor:
Stumt Crampin
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Edinburgh
Grant Institute
West Mains Road
Edinburgh EH9 3JVV
United Kingdom
Tel: +41-131-650-4908
Fax: +44-131-668-3184
E-mail: scrampin@ed.ac.uk
Researcher:
Helen J. Rowlands (50% on this project)
Department of Geology and Geophysics
University of Edinburgh
Grant Institute
West Mains Road
Edinburgh EH9 3JW
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-131-650-8533
Fax: +44-131-668-3184
E-mail: hjr@glg.ed.ac.uk
Iu .lune 1996 (month 4), Helen J. Rowlands, who had just eompleted her Ph.D. thesis all
shear-wave splitting ahove microearthquakes, was hired as a researeher to work part-time
on PRENLAB suhprojeet 3.

3.3.1

Task 1: Identify optimal stations and search for precursors

Start: June 1996 (month 4)
End: February 1997 (month 12)
Respansible partner: UEDIN.DGG
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
Work on this task began in June 1996 (month 4) with the appointment of a researcher. This
task is ongoing throughout this first year.
The World Wide Web is being used to access seismie data from the SIL seismie network. Seismicity maps (Figure 7) demonstrate that there are a number of stations sited over
suffieient seismicity for ana!ysis of shear-wave splitting to be viable. Sbear-wave splitting
is observed (Figure 8), but sometimes displays unusually large time-delays whieh mal' be
eaused by high temperatures and/or high pore-fluid pressures both of which mal' well be
present in the upper crust in the Iceland.
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Pigure 7: Map showing seismie stat ion SA U, volcanaes Bdrdarbunga and G"{msvOtn, and
ep-ieenters of earthquakes for 210 days from M ay 1, 1996. Triangles are seismie stat'ions, ice
]ields are shaded, and open bar marks approximate loeation of fissure e71'1,lion.
The remarkable observations are tbat the first 200 days of the first SIL seismie station
we examined SAU showed variations in shear-wave splitting similar to those observeel before
and after earthquakes. Such behaviour can be interpreted (an el numericaIJy modelJed) as the
effects of increasing stress on the stress-aJigned intergranular microcracks present in alm ost
all rocks: These variations at SA U were reported at the inlernal PRENLAB meeting in
Reykjavik, September 10, 1996, bul. since this was the first data we hael analyzed from SIL,
we were not toa confident of the interpretation. In fact, SAU is about 160 km WSW of
the eruption on September 30, 1996, beneath the Vatnaj6kllll ice cap (PiglIre 7). Pigllre
9 shows the different behaviour of shear-wave splitting between ray piLth elirections 0°_15°
and 15°-45° to stress c1irections (the 15°-45° directions iLre sensitive to increasing stress). It
is sllggested thiLt the changes in sbear-wave splitting ilt SAU were the result of increasing
pressure as magma was injected into the lower crust for same five months befare the eventllal
erllption. A paper for submission to Geophys. Res. Lett. (Crampin et al. 1997) is being
prepared.
The observed variations at SAU are a demonstration that shear-\HlVe splitting is a sen si29
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Figure 8: Three-eomponent seismogmTnS of an earthquake (at 07:28:30.4, June 10, 1996) at
SA U with time marks are every second. Upper traees are N-S, E- 11', and vertieal eomponents. The lower tmees are horizontal components mtated to the faster (N225° E) and slowe1·
(N315° E) shear-wave polarizations show time-de/ays beteen split shear-waves.
tive monitor of current stress chauges, and does not dep end on the eomplieated interactiolls
ill earthquake preparation zones. It is very encouraging to see the effect of changes so early
in the project.
• They confirm tbat shear-wave splitting has tbe potential for monitoring tbe detail ed
stress behaviour in Iceland.
• They confirm tb<1t Ieeland is an active natuml l<1boratory for rese<1reh on e<1l"tbquake
source zones and voleanie manifestations.
• They suggest a number of new projeets, to improve stress-monitoring of the crust
beneath Iceland.
Referenees:
III Cmmpin, S., H.J. Rowlands & R. Stefånsson 1996. Monitoring stress during magma
injection. Geophys. Res. Lett., submitted.
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Figure 9: Var'iations of shear-wave spl-itting at SA U fOT 210 days from May 1, 1996. Pola,'
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averaqe direction, and (b) circles sca/ed to normal'ized time-de/ays (ms/km), where central
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to aspect-ratio). Lines are least-squares fits befare and after the ervption. Dashed lines in
(d) repeat lines in (c). Erro,' bars are approximate.
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3.3.2

Task 2: Station/EQ relationship

Start: Murch 1997 (month 13)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Respansible partner: UEOIN.OGG
Cooperative partner: [MOR.OG
Further research into the precursor.v sequence we have observed at SAU and more thorough
investigations at othcr stations.

3.3.3

Task 3: Developing routine techniques

Start: March 1997 (month 13)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Responsible partner: UEDIN.OGG
\Ve will begin to develop routine techniques that can be used for real-time monitoring of
splitting parameters in Iceland.

3.3.4

Task 4: Identify optimum areas

Start: September 1997 (month 19)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
Responsible partner: UEOIN.OGG
The work of Tusks l, 2 and 3 will allow the identification of suitable areas for deployment of
more closely spaced SIL stations, for more effective studies of precursory changes.

3.3.5

Meetings and conferences

PREN LAB contractor meetings:
Reykjavik, September 10 and 12, 1996. Attended by Stuart Crampin.
Strasbourg, March 25, 1997. Attended by Stum·t Crampin and Helen .l. Rowlands.
Symposia with presentations with direct or indirect references to PREN LAB work:
)G'{V ESC General Assembly, Reykjavik, September 9-14, 1996. Stuart Crampin, 2
papers.
Earthquake Research in Ankara, September 30-0ctoher 5, 1996. Stu art Crampin,
2 papers.
Assessment of schernes for earthquake predietion, Geological Society, London, November 7-8, 1996. Stumt Crampin, Ipaper.
Ninth hiennial EUG meeting, Strasbourg, March 23-27, 1996. Stum·t Crampin l
paper, Helen .J. Rowlands 1 paper.
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3.3.6

Publications

[11 Crampin, S., H.J. Rowlanels & R. Stefånsson 1996. Monitoring stress eluring magma
injection. Geophys. Res. Lett., submitted.
121 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 1996a. Forecasting earthquakes "'ith APE. In: B. Thorkels·
son (eelitor), Seism%gy in E?Lrope. Papers presenteel at the XXV ESC General AssembJy,
September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelanel. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 318-323.
[3] Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 199Gb. Rocks, elead or ali ve?: Theory prompts new un elerstaneling of fluid-rock interaction and shear-\Vave splitting. EOS 77, 281 and 286.
141 Crampin, S. 1997a. Going APE: monitoring and modelling rock deformation \Vith
shear-\Vave splitting. In: Seism. Mines, proceedings of the 4th International Symposium
on R.ockbursts. Krak6w, in press.
151 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 1997a. Changes of strain befOI'e earthquakes: the possibility
of routine monitoring of both lang-term and short-term preeursors. J. Phys. EaTlh, in press.
161 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 1997b. ivloelel1ing the compliance of crustal rock: IT - response to temporai chauges befare eanhqllakes. Geo)Jhys. J. Int. 129, in press.
171 Crampin, S. 1997b. Earthquake forecasting: a viable alternative to prediction. Geophys .
.T. Int., submitted.
[8] Liu, Y., S. Crampin & r. Main 1997. Shear-wave anisotropy: spatial anel tempora] variations in time delays at Parkfield, Central California. Geophys. .T. Int., submitted.
191 Crampin, S. 1996. Earthquake predietion anel earthquake forecasting. In: Abstracts from
Earthquake Researeh in Turkey: State of the Art, September 30-0ctoher 5, 1996, Ankara.
1101 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 1996c. Opportunities for earthquake forecasting. In: Abstracts from Earthquake Research in Turkey: State of the Art, September 30-0etober 5,
1996, Ankara.
1111 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 199Gd. Forecasting earthquakes \Vith APE. In: AbstracLs
from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 199G, Reykjavik, Iceland. Ieelandie
MeteoroJogieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
1121 Zatsepin, S.v. & S. Crampin 1996. Moclelling roekmass deformation witb APE: a meehanism for monitoring earthqllake preparation zones with seismie shcar-wavcs. In: Abstracts
from the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. Icelandie
lVleteorologieal Office, Ministry for tbe Environment, University of Icelancl.
113] Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatscpin 1997c. The possibility of forecastiug earthquakes. In: Abstraets from Assessment of scbemes for earthqllake predietion, Geological Society, November
7-8, 1996, Lonelon.
[141 Crampin, S. & S.V. Zatsepin 1997cl. Forecasting earthquakes. In: Abstracts from the
ninth biennial EUG meeting, Mareb 23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.
115j R.owlanels, H.J., S. Crampin & R.. Stefånsson 1997. Forecasting eruptions. In: Abstracts
from the ninth bienuial EUG meeting, Mareh 23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.
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3.4

Subproject 4: Borehole monitoring of fluid-rock interaction

Con'tractor:
)
Frank Roth
Rock Mechanics and Stress Fielcl of the Earth's Crust
Geomechanics ancl Management of Drilling Projects
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsclam
Telegrafenberg A34
D-14473 Potsclam
Germany
Tel.: +49-331-288-1530
Fax: +49-331-288-1534
E-mail: roth@gfz-potsclam.de

Associated contractor:
Påll Einarssoll
Science Institute
University of [celand
Dllnhagi 5
107 Reykjavik
Tel: +354-525-4816
Fax: +354-552-8801
E-mail: palli@rannvis.hi.is
Subcontractor:
Valgarclur Stefånsson
Icelanclic Energy Authority (Orkustofnun, OS)
G rensåsvegur 9
IS-108 Reykjavik
Icelancl
Tel: +354-569-6063
Fax: +354-568-8896
E-mail: vs@os.is
Subcnntractor:
Påll Theocl6rsson
Science Institute
University of Icelancl
Dunhagi 5
107 Reykjavik
Tel: +354-525-4791
E-mail: pth@raunvis.hLis
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Subproject 4A: Geophysicalloggings

3.4.1

Contractor:

Frank Roth
SUDcontractor:

Valgarc1ur Stefansson
In the framework of the EC project "Earthqllake Prediction Researcb in a Natural Laboratory", a pilot study has started to obtain a time series of logs in the South Iceland seismic zone
(SISZ). An 1100 m deep borehole (LL-03, "Nefsbolt") inside the zone (63.92°N, 20.41°W,
7 km south of the seismic station SAU) is used and provides the unique opportunity to perform measurements much nearer to earthquake sources than usu al - the hypocenter depths
at that location range between 6 and 9 km. MOl'eover, data can be obtainec1 for a depth
interval of more than 1000 m, uninAuenced by the sedimentary coyer and less disturbed by
surface noise.
In the preparational phase of an earthquake, stress accumulation is expectec! to be connected with the creation of borehole breakouts, changes in the nurnber anc! size of cracks, a
possible variation of the stress c!irection, etc. Therefore, the follo\\'ing set of geoparameters
b monitorec!:
• p wave travel time.
o Electrical conductivity.
o ,,yater content anc! porosity.
o Stress information from borehole breakouts (orientation anc! size).
o Crack c!ensity, crack opening.
This is achievec! by repeatec! logging witb tools aS:
o Sonic log (BCS).
o Dual induction/latero log (DIL) .
• Neutron log.

o Four-arm-c!ipmeter (FED).
o Borehole televiewer (BHTV).
The neutron log is run with the logging equipment of OS, the rest with the HalliburtolJ
logging truck of GFZ.DR.DBL.
Temporal changes visible in these logs will be correlatec1 witb c!ata obtainec! by other
methoc!s usec! in the whole project, as there are: seismicity, anisotropy observec! in S waves,
crustal deformatioD) gravitYl etc.

During winter anc! spring 1996, the BCS, DIL and neutron tools were checkec! for azimuthal isotropy in their sensitivity, as it cannot be guaranteec! tbat the tools follow the
same spira! path through the well in each log run.
3.4.1.1

Task 1: Check of borehole conditions

Start: Apri! 1996 (mo nth 2)
End: June 1996 (month 4)
Responsible partner: GFZ.DR.DBL
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Between April and .lune, OS checked the condition of the borehole selected for repeatcd
logging - at first this was well NG-01 -, organized and supervised c1eaning of lhe drillhole,
and also arranged the opportunity to log in other wells on Jceland.
Th~ data of the selected borehole are:
Borebole:
Drilled:
Position:
Deptb:
'Casing:

Uncased:
Used section:
Mud density:
Max. temperature:
3.4.1.2

LL-03 al Nefsholt, South Tceland Lowland,
inside the South Iceland seismic zone, provided from OS
1977
63.92°N, 20.41°\\1
1108 m (originally drilled down to 1309 m)
0~28 m, 12.5" diameter
2S-110S m, 8.5" diameter
80~1l08 m, i.e. 1028 m
,,"itb basaltic lava flows and interbedded hyloclast (turI)
1.0 kgjdm 3 (water)
105c C

Task 2: Basic measurements, choise offuture logging interval (300-600 m)

Slart: July 1996 (month 5)
End: October 1996 (montb 8)
Responsible partner: GFZ.DR.DBL
Two field campaigns took place in Jul)" 1996, a third in October 1996. Moreover, additional
logs could be run by us in July 1996 in 5 other boreholes on Iceland to add new inlormation
to previous results on the regional stress field. The following table and Figure 10 give an
overview on the logging activities:

Name:

Location:

NG-01

OIalsvelli r
(inside SISZ)

HS-36
LPN-10

Reykjavik
Laugaland
near Akureyri,
North Iceland
Sydra Laugaland
near Akureyri
Ylri-Tjarnir
near Akureyri
Nefsholt
(inside STSZ,
site of repeated

LJ-08
TN-02
LL-03

Max.
depth:
1070 m

Logged depth
interval:
180-1070 m

Tools used:

980 m
890 m

330-980 m
80-880 m

FED, GR, 3-arm-caliper,
16"- and 64 "-resistivity,
SP
BHTV, BCS, GR
BHTV, BCS, DIL, GR

2740 m
1370 m

120-1890 m
120-1330 m
260-1370 m

FED, BCS, DIL, GR
BHTV
BCS, GR

1309 m

80-1100 m

BRVT, BCS, DIL, GR,
neutron-neutron)
X~Y-caliper,

SP,
16"- and 64"-resistivity

logging)
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lL·03

1100 m

L~N·iC

( efsholt)

NG·Ol

89-)

t'

(Laug?I~~"~I'

1100m

(Olafsvellir)
HS-3G

980m

(in Reykjavik)

all near Akureyri

Figure 10: lee/and, the Mid-Atlantie Ridge and the western and eastern voleanie zones. The
hatclled aTea denotes the South lee/and seismie zone, dots indieate eaTthquakes, cmsses give
the position of the bOTeholes where logging was performed. Left and right of the figure, names
of the boreholes and maximum logging deptIt (Lre disp/ayed.
Remarks: GR indieates gamma-ray-log, SP stands for spontaneaus potential. As borehole
NG-01 partly collapsed between log nms, the hole \Vas aballdoned and \Vell LL-03 \Vas chosen
for repeated logging. For teehnieal reasons, no FED run \Vas possible in LL-03, no BRTV
run \Vas possible in LJ-08 below 1330 m depth. Due to the limited availability of a erane,
no BRTVor FED run were possible in TN-02. The deepest parts of wells LJ-08 and LL-03
were not accessible anymore.
3.4.1.3

Task 3: Check for changes

Start: July 1996 (month 5)
End: Oetober 1996 (month 8)
Respansible partner: GFZ.DR.DBL
See Task 2.
3.4.1.4

Task 4: Check for changes

Start: September 1997 (month 17)
End: September 1997 (month 17)
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Respansible partner: GFZ.OR .OBL
Tas~

4 are to follow in 1997.

3.4.1.5

Task 5: Evaluation of measuring results

Start: July 1996 (month 5)
Enel: February 1998 (month 24)
Respansible partner: GFZ. DR .OBL
The proecssing of the elata bas begun, especially sinee January. when K. Henneherg, a very
clualifieel scienlist eauleI be hireel for the projeet. All lags aelel up to about 46 km loggeel
intervals. This is elue to the number of hole>;, lhe number of tools useel, lbe number of
repetitions of lags in LL-03 anel the faet thal in LL-03 severaI lags of tbe same kinel were
performeel immeeliately ane after the otber. The latter is elone tO get information on the
scaltering of elata in short time perioels eluriog whieh no ehanges elue to teelonic proeesses
are expecteel to have oeeurrec\.
The preprocessing of the data, especially merging of scgmenrs and dept.h matching, is
elone for all data. All BHTV elata were eonverteel anel are being plottec\.
Boreholes elrilleel vertically into isotropie rock - in a stress-regime with ane principal
stress aeting vertieally - are expecteel to show breakouts in the elireetion of the least principal
boriznntal stress, if lhe tangential compressional stress exceeels the slrength of the rock. This
is elue to tbe cnncentratinn of eircumferenlial stress arounel the borehole al an azimuth of 90
elegrees lo the elirection of the maximum borizontal compressive stress. The most important
of our elata to get information aboul the orientation of lhe axes of prineipal stresses are
those from televiewer logs. Televiewer lags run elireetly ane after the other show very little
scattering of elata anel thus a gooel repeatability.
Wellbore breakouts were founeI in LL-03 anel LJ-08 at least. In ;';;G-01, there are sections
wilh cavities, where lhe large elia meler indicates a breakout, but lhe small eliameter eloes
not have bitsize. This has to be cheekeel more carefully to eleciele whether these cavities may
be consielereel as breakouts ineluceel by anisotropy in tectonic slresses.
Data examples of the televiewer lags run in bnreholes LL-03 anel LJ-08 in July are shown
in Figure 11 anel Figure 12. The left parts represent the amplituele nf the signal refleeted
from the borebale wall in arbitrary units ranging from low (dark blue) to bigh (reel) values.
The right eolumns show travel times of the ultrasonic waves conwrleel into tbe raelius of the
borehole io centimeters. In botb presentations, the borehole wall is unwrappeel from north
over east to north.
In well LL-03 a series nf breakouts oceurs in the e1epth interyal between 955 m anel 985 m,
the main breakout e1ireetions being N400E anel 220 0E (Figure 13). Snme further breakouts
are observable between 780 m and 870 m elepth as well as arounel a depth of 1060 m. These
breakouts occurreel in approximately the same elirection as those sbown in t.he data example.
In well LJ-08 breaknuts have been fotmel at an azimuth of i'illOoE (complement.ary at
0
290 E) but coulel onl)' be observeel over a e1epth interval of abollt 6 m.
Following the t.heory of breakout-inititation, the result.s imp1,· an azimuth of the maximum bnrizont.al compressive stress of about 1300E in t.be South Icelanel seismie zone (LL-03)
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Figure 11: Televiewer lags run in borehole LJ-08.
and an azimuth of about 200 0 E for the location of weU LJ-08 (Tjarnir) in the northern part
of Iceland west of the axial rift zone. Both breakout-deduced orientations of the maximum
horizontal compressive stress seem to be in contrast to the stress field obtained from focal
mechanisms as weU as to the gross tectonic setting of these areas. This requires a detailed
study of the complicated regional stress fields which are infiuenced by rifting and the fracture
zones connecting the ridge to the eastern vo!canic zone.
An obvious change of breakout direction or shape between the logging campaigns performed in July an October 1996 could not be observed so far. This might be due to the
short time interval between the campaigns as weU as to the lack of a strong tectonic event in
this area within these three months. This emphasizes the necessity of further measurements
which are planned for this year.
Processing of other logging data (BCS, DIL, FED and neutron-log) are going on. It
should be finished by the end of July, after which further logging campaigns will take place.
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Figure 12: Televiewer lags run in borehole LL-03.
Besides Henneberg, the proposer and the subcontractor, the fol1owing scientists and
technicians have worked in the subproject, especial1y the field campaigns: G. Axelsson (OS),
C. Carnein (GFZ), E.T. Elfasson (OS), H.-J. Fischer (GFZ), G. Hermannsson (OS), S. Mielitz
(GFZ), J. Palmer (GFZ), H. SigvaIdason (OS), O. Sigurdsson (OS), B. Steingrfmsson (OS)
and M. Thoms (GFZ).
3.4.1.6

Publications

[lJ Roth, F. 1997. Vorstellung des Projektes zu Wiederholungsmessungen in einer Bohrung
im SiidisHindischen Seismizitatsgebiet. Special issue on borehole geophysics of Deutsche Geophysikalische Gesellschaft, submitted.
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Figure 13: Azimuths o/ the picked breakouts in weU LL-03.

3.4.1. 7

Meetings

Meetings of Valgardur Stefansson with Frank Roth took place in April aud September 1996
in Reykjavik, and in September 1996 in Potsdam.
Meetings of Pall Einarsson with Valgardnr Stefansson and Frank Roth to ok place in April
and September 1996 in Reykjavik.

3.4.2

Subproject 4B: Radon related to seismicity
seismie zone

Associated contractor:
Pall Einarsson
Subcontractor:
FjoJnemar h.f.
Skl1Jatl1n 6
105 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354-551-1244
Fax: +354-551-1273
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3.4.2.1

Task l: Build an improved LSC apparatus to measure the radon content
of water and gas samples

Start: March 199G (mo nth l)
End: April 1997 (month 14)
Respansible partner: UTCE.DG
This task is at a final stage, and can be fina!ized within a momh ",hen funds have been
secured fal' using it, i.e. for Task 2.
3.4.2.2

Task 2. Revive the radon sampling program in South leeland

Start: April 1997 (month 14)
End: Febl'llar 1998 (month 24)
Responsible partner: UlCE.DG
The start of Task 2 has been delayed, it is hoped that it can get start ed in beginning of May,
i.e. 9 montbs later tban planned.
Additional sources of funding were neec1ed to reach tbese goals. Ho\Vever, conc1itions
changec1 after the signature of the contract, sa the expectec1 additional funds were not available. Attempts to obtain tbese additional fnnds are in a final stage and it is hopec1 that
realization of Task l and Task 2 can start within a month. No EC funds bavc been spent
on these tasks so far: Effort bas been made, however, to strengthen the foundation of the
radon project. This work bas concentrated on twa issues:
o lnvestigate further the different technical problems regarding the proposed Liquid Scintillatiou Counting apparat us. This development bas been reported at conferences anc1
in a reeent book on weak radioactivity by Påll Theod6rsson (199Gb).
o Illvestigate tbe 17 years lang radon time series from the South Ieeland seismie zone.
The resuIts bave been reported at conferences by P"lI Einarsson and Sigurj6n J6nsson.
Tbe main results are as follows:
o Of all anomalies that could be expected from the magnitude-distance selection eriterion,
24% \VerC aetually deteeted.
o 35% of all measurec1 anomalies are relatec1 in time to seismicity
o 80% of eartbquake related anomalies are positive.
o If a positive anomaly is deteeted, there is 38% probability of an eartbquake following
it.
o Anomalies were deteeted befare 30 events out of 98 possible events. There is thus
31% probability of a measured anomaly befare an earthquake, that fulfills tbe magnituc1e-distance criterion.
o For most of the events the associated radon anornaly was detected at ane station only.
Five events were preeeded by anomalies detected at twa stalions, ane event at threc
stations, and ane event at five stations.
o The sampling sites are not equal1y sensitive. Tbe sensiti\"ity is related to tbe loeal
geologiea] formations. The statisties can be improved eOllsiderably by eliminating
stations with low sensitivity.
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• Radon anomalies were deteeted tbat seem to be related to eruptions of the neigbbouring Hekla voJcano. Eight anomalies were found, five of which oeeurred prior to the
\ eruptions.

3.4.2.3

Publieations

111 J6nsson, S. & P. Eiuarsson 1994a. Radou anomalies and earthquakes in South Ieeland.
In: Abstracts from the poster display at the anuual confereuee of the fcelandic Geoscience
Society, Reykjavik, April 21, 1994. In Icelanclie.
121 .Tånsson, S. & P. Einarsson 1994b. Radon anomali es and earthquakes in South Iceland.
In: Abstracts from the poster display at a public meeting ill the South Iceland seismic zoue,
Seifoss, April 30, 1994, Ieelandie Civ;] Defenee. Iu Ieelanclic.
[31 Jånsson, S. & P. Einarsson 1994e. Radou lLl10malies and earlhquakes in South Ieeland.
In: Abstracts from the poster display at the European School of Climatology and Natural
Hazards, Mitigation of Voicanic Hazards, Vuicano, Italy, .Tune 12-18, 1994.
141 Jånsson, S. & P. Einarsson 1995. Radon anomalies and earthquakes in the South Iceland
seismie zone 1977-1993. In: Abstracts from the XXI lUGG General Assembly, Boulder,
Color"do, .Tull' 2-14,1995.
[51 .Tånsson, S. & P. Einarsson 1996. Radon auomalies aud eartbquakes in the South Iceland seismie zone 1977-1993. Iu: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismolog,!! in Eumpe. Papers
presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, R.eykjavik, Tceland.
ISBN 9979-60-235-X, Reykjavik, 247-252.
161 Theodårsson, P. 1996a. Improved automatic radon monitoring in ground water. In:
B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismology in Europe. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, Reykjavik,
253-257.
17\ Tbeodårsson, P. 1996b. Measurement of weak radioactivity. \\·orld Scientific Publishing
Co., Singapore, 333 (l.
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3.5
,

Subproject 5: Active deformation determined from GPS
and SAR

Contractor:
,
Kurt L. Feig!
Centre National de la Rechercbe Scientifique
UPR 0234 - Dynamique Terrestre et Planetaire
14 Avenue Edouard Belio
FR-31400 Toulouse
Fl'ance

Tel: +33-5-6133-2940
Fax: +33-5-6125-3205
E-mail: feigl@medoc.cnes.fr
Associated contractor:
Freysteinu Sigmundsson
NOI-dic Volcanological Institute
Grensasvegur 50
108 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354-525-4494
Fax: +354-562-9767
E-mail: fs@norvol.bi.is
Subcontractor:
Påll Einarsson
Science Institute
University of Iceland
DUllhagi 5
107 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354-525-4816
Fax: +354-552-8801
E-mail: palli@raunvis.bi.is
Cooperator:
Reynir B6dvarsson
Department of Geophysics
Uppsala Universi ty
Villaviigen 16
S-752 36 Uppsala
Sweden
Tel: +46-18-182378
Fax: +46-18-501110
E-mail: rb@geofys.uu_se
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Researchers:
Helene Vadon
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES)
18 Avenue Edouard Belin
FR-31055 Toulouse
France
Tel: +33-5-6127-3107
Fax: +33-5-6128-2614
E-mail: Helene.Vac1on@cnes.fr
Sigurj6n J6nsson
NOt·dic Volcanological Institute
Grensasvegur 50
108 Reykjavik
Iceland
Tel: +354-525-4494
Fax: +354-562-9767

Sigurj6n J6nsson is working 50% in the project from March l, 1996 to May l, 1997. F\lnc1ec1
by EC.
Subproject 5 is c1ivic1ed into twa parts, A and B.

3.5.1
3.5.1.1

Subpart SA: SAR interferometry
Task l: Analysis of SAR images from the ERS-l and ERS-2 satellites

Start: March 1996 (month l)
End: September 1997 (month 19)
Responsible partner: CNRS. DTP
Cooperative partners: NVI, VICE.DG
Kurt L. Feigl, Sigurj6n J6nsson, Påll Einarsson and Helene Vac10n

Vie have usec1 satellite radar interferometry to map the satellite-view component of a crustal
velocity fielc1, as well as volcano deformation, at the Reykjanes Peninsula in SW-Iceland.
The area is the c1irect onlanc1 structural continuation of the submarine Mid-Atlantic Ric1ge.
Oblique spreading between tbc NOttb American and Eurasian plates of 1.9 cm/year Occurs
there, causing botb shearing and extension across the plate bounc1ary. Vsing ERS-1 images from the 1992-1995 perioc1 we have formec1 interferograms, spann ing up to 3.12 years.
Coherence is preserved, and time-progressive fringes caused by crustal c1eformation are apparent. The most obvious deformation is time-progressive c1efiation of tbe Reykjanes central
volcano, averaging to 15 mm/year, probably caused by compaction of a geothermal reservoir
in respOllse to its utilization by a power plant. The deflation we infer is in good agreement
with levelling c1ata. This gives confidence in the interpretation of more subtle deformatiou
signal in the interferograms, fringes aligned in tbe direction of the plate bounc1ary causec1 by
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plate boundary defarmation. Relying partI)' on geologic evidenee \l"e assurne the shape of the
horizontal and vertieal erusta] veloeit)' field. We estimate best-nt model parameters b)' maximi7..ing the global coherenee of the residual interferograms, the differenee between observecl
and, mode! interferograms. The data constrain the locking depth of the plate boundary to
be about 5 km. Below that level the plate movements are accommodated by eontinuous
ductile defarmation, not fully balaneed by infiow of magma from clepth, causing about 6.5
mm/year subsidence of the plate boundary. PreviolIs regional geocletic data agrees with thb
interpretation.

3.5.2
$.5.2.1

Subpart 5B: GPS geodesy
Task l: Installation

Start: Mareh 1996 (month l)
End: .Tune 1997 (month 16)
Responsible partner: NVI
Cooperative partners: OUPP.OGEO, IMOR.OG
Freysteinn Sigmundsson and Reynir Bodvarsson
The GPS geodesy project is still in its first phase, the plan ned installation of 3 GPS reeeivers
in a serni-continuous mode in the South Iceland seismie zone has not been completed. Automatic GPS data collection with the 3 available THmble 4000 SST instruments has been
tested, and work has been done to automate the data analysis. Altbough continuous GPS
has not been realized yet, an interpretation of older GPS measurments in the Hengill area
has shed light on the 1994-1995 swarm of earthquakes there. A paper au the subject has
been submittcd to .TGR, and these new results were presented at the EGS General Assembly
in The Hague in Ma)' 1996.
The semi-eontinuous GPS measurements are still in its first pha,e, the plan ned installation of 3 GPS receivers in a semi-continuous made in the South Icelaod seismie zone has
not been eompleted. Automatic GPS data collection with the 3 a"ailable Trimble 4000 SST
instruments has been tested, and work has been done to automate the data analysis. "Ve
plan to initiate the measurements shortJy.
3.5.2.2

Task 2: Deformation rates

Start: August 1996 (month 6)
End: Februar)' 1998 (month 24)
ResponsibJe partne: NVI
Cooperative partners: OICE.OG, IMOR..OG
F'reysteinn Sigmundsson and Påll Einarsson
Since .Tuly 1994 an unusually persistent swarm of earthquakes (111<4.0) has been in progress
at the Hengill triple junetion, SW-Iceland. Activity is c!ustered around the center of the
Hr6mundartindur vo1canic system. Geodetic measurernents inC!icate a few cm uplift and
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expansion of the area, consistent with a pressure source at 6.5 ± 3 km elepth beneath the
center of tbe volcanic system. Tbe system is witbin tbe stress fielel of the South fceland
tran,sform zone, anel majority of the recoreled earthquakes represenl strike-slip faulting on
subyertical planes. We show tbat the secondary effeets of a pressure source, modelled as a
point source in an elastie balfspace, include horizontal shear that perturbs t.he regional stress.
! ear the surface, shear stress is enhanced in quadrants araund lhe elirection of maximum
regional horizontal stress, and diminished in quadrants around the dil'ection of minimum

regional stress. The recorded eart.hquakes show spatial correlat.ion with areas of enhanceel
shear. The maximum amount of shear near the surface caused by the expaneling pressure
source exceeels l millistrain, sufficient to trigger earthquakes if lhc crust in the area was
previously close to failure.
3.5.2.3

Publications

III Vaelon, H. & F. Sigmunelsson 1997. erustal eleformation from 1992 to 1995 at the
Miel-Atlantie Ridge, SW-lcelanel, mapped by satellite radar inlerferometry. Science 275,
193-197.
121 Sigmunelsson, F., P. Einarsson, S.Tb. Rognvalclsson, G.R. Foulgcr, K.M. Hoelgkinson &
G. Thorbergsson 1990. 1994-1995 seismicity ,wcl deformation at the Hengill triple junction,
lcelauel: triggering of earthquakes by a small magma injeetion in il zonc of horizontal shear
stress. J. GeophY8. Res., in review.
[31 Vaelon, H. & F. Sigmuuelsson 1996. Plate movements anel volcano deformation from
satellite raelar interferometry: 1992-1995 erustal cleformation at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
SW-fceland. Iu: Abs!.racts from the AGU 1996 fall meetiug, San Francisco, December
15-19, 1996.
141 Sigmunclsson, F. & H. Vadon 1990. Oblique spreading at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
SvV-Icelancl: 3D crustal velocity fielel inferred from satellite radar interferometry and geologic evidence. fn: Abstracts from the AGU 1996 fall meeting, San Francisco, December
15-19, 1996.
151 Sigmunclsson, F. 1990. Inversion of geodetic data from Hengill triple junetion, Iceland:
rift subsiclence and volcano inflation. In: Annales Geophysicae. Abstracts from the XXT
EGS General Assembly, The Hague, May 6-10, 1990, Supplement T to vol. 14.
[61 Sigmundsson, F., P. Einarsson, S.Th. Rognvalclsson, G. FOl1lger & G. Thorbergsson 1996.
1994-1995 earthquake swarm at Hengi]] triple junction, Tcelancl: Triggering of earthquakes by
an inflating magma chamber in a zone of horizontal shear stress? Tn: Annales Geophysicae.
Abstraets from the XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague, May 6-10, 1996, Supplement T
to vol. 14.
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3.6

Subproject 6: Formation and development of seismogenic
faults and fault populations

Contractor:
Agdst Gudmundsson
NOJ'die Volcanological Institute
University of Iceland
Gl'ensåsvegur 50

IS-108 Reykjavik
!celancl
Tel: +354-525-4488
Fax: +354-552-9767
E-mail: agust@norvol.hi.is
Associated contractor:
Fran~oise Bergerat
Departement de Geotectonique, Boite 129
Universitc Pierre et Marie Curie
4, place Jussieu
FR-75252 Paris Ceclex 05
Franee
Tel: 33-1-4427-3443
Fax: 33-1-4427-5085
E-mail: bergerat@lgsjussieu.fr
Subcontractor:
Jacques Angelier
Departement de Geotectonique, Boite 129
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie
4, place J ussieu
Fr-75252 Paris Cedex 05
Franee
Tel: 33-1-4427-5857
Fax: 33-1-4427-5085
E-mail: ja@lgs.jussieu.fr
Guclmundsson has hired a scientific assistant to work for 2 years 50% on this project (50%
on vo1canic risk). This assistant works on all aspects of tbe project: aerial photographs,
maps, manuscripts, ilJustrations, etc. Helgi TOJ'fason is hired to carry out specifie tasks,
mainly very detailed maps of specific seismogenic faults io the South Iceland seismie zone
(SISZ). Gudmunclsson has also been starting a collaboration with Philip Meredith (University
College, London, who is in the new application); that collaboration has involved some travel
cost for Meredith.
Fran~oise Bergerat and Jacques Angelier have a student, Segolene Verrier, \vOl'king on
the paleostress fielcls of the SISZ, bul, that student has not been paid from the project.
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Thierry Villemin also bas stuc1ent wOlling on the project, but Ila sala ry [rom the project
has been paic1 to that stuc1ent.
Accorc1ing to this overview, all the tasks are on schec1ule.

3.6.1
3.6.1.1

Subproject 6A: Paleostresses
Task l: Deterrnine the paleostress tensor

Start: July 1996 (month 5)
Expected enc1: September 1997 (month 19)
Respansible partner: CNRS.TT
Cooperative partners: NVT, I!vfOR..DG
Francaise Bergerat and Jacques Angelier
The paleostress tensors for many localities in the Sout.h Tceland seismie zone have been
made, using fault-slip datasets. Prcliminary studies o[ t.he paleostress neId of the whole
SISZ have al ready started. Work on Tjiirnes fracture 20ne (TFZ) will be carriec1 out mainIl'
next summer, bul. same paleastress tensors for this wne have already been calculated. This
task is in collaboration with AgDst Guc1munc1sson and Sigurour Th. Riignvalc1sson and is on
schedule.

3.6.1.1.1 Focal rnechanisms of ea1'thquakes and recent faulting in the central
paTt of the SISZ (work caTried out with Gudmundsson and Rognvaldsson)
A seismotectonic analysis was carried out in the Viirdufell mountain (64.05°-64.12° N and
20.5°-20.6° W). Good outcrops perrnit geological study of the recent faults which affect the
quaternary lava pile, and focal mechanisms of shallow earthquakes are available. Among
the earthquakes recorded in southern Iceland by the SIL net\Vork \Vith dctermioations of
earthquakes mechanisms, a dataset o[ 68 earthquakes, occurriog in this area from 1991
to 1995, was used. 18 data corresponding to quarry blasts were rejected, anc1 50 focal
mechanisms of natural earthquakes were selccted.
The varjety of these focal mechanisms of shallow earthquakes shows that the whole set
cannot be accounted for by a single tectonic stress state. Numeraus mechanical analyses were
done, based either on geometrical considerations or on stress-slip consistencl'. Within the
range of acceptable misnts (denned as a function of both the assumptions about stress-slip
rclationships and the uncertainties of data), a separation of twa main groups of data (and
related stress regimes) accounts for the whole dataset. First, using the P- and T-dihedra
method, the general consistency within each group is highlighted. The largest subset includes
30 strike-slip, 4 reverse and 4 normal mechanisms. It is consistent with NW-SE compression
and NE-SW extension, in agreement with left-Iateral shear along E-W tren ds and right lateral strike-slip on 1\'-S trend ing [aults. The smallest subset includes 8 strike-slip, l reverse
and 3 normal mechanisms. Its indicates NE-SW extension and ,,\V-SE compression, with
more c1ispersion than for the main group. Second, numerical im'erse methocls were used
in order to compute the average stress tensors which best Ilt the observecl fault plane solutions. Twa main methods were usecl: the 4-D search (R4DT-R4DS), and the direct inversion
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methoel (INVD). Contrary to the P- anel T-eliheelm mcthoel, these methoels require a ehoiee
among oodal pIanes. Because of its arbitrary character in geologiea] terms, the choicc of the
(ladal plane which best fits an ayerage stress tensor was uot adopted as an unique criterioll.

The geologieal stuely in the fielel anel from aerial pholographs allo\\'eel it1elltification of the
orientations of faults, fraetures allel otber zOlles of weakness at both the seale of olltcrops allel
that of the Vorelufel] moulltain. A comparison betweell fau]t plane soIutioIls of earthqllakes
anel fault slip elata observeel in outerops \Vas earrieel out. Combining these three criteria
resulted in the final seleetion. III terms of numerieal estimators eonsielcreel ala Ile, ane may
simply ehoose the best fitting fault p]ane solution for eaeh earthquake. This \Vas not elone
because, elea]ing with shallow earthquakes, reasonab]e choices between noela] planes imply
eonsieleration of the geo]ogieal strueture.
For eaeh subset, the orientation of stress axes, the ratios of principal stress eliA'erenees
anel the misfit estimators elepenel re]ati\'ely little on the methoel aelopteel. The results are
quite significant for the main subset. For the seeonelary subset, the misfils are larger elespite
its smaller size, whieh inelieates inhomogeneity. Weighting elata accQl'eling to t.he quality
of inelivielual elet.erminations eliel not result in significant imprm'emeut whieh suggests that
mccl1anisms with small wcights are quile acceptable. The main difrerenee between the subset.s mainly result.s from a kinel of permut.ation between ext.reme stress axes. The elireetion
of t.he maximum st.ress average N600E for the main subset anel 1\120'E for the subsieliary
ane, while the elireetions of t.he minimum stress ave rage average 1\150'E anel N40'E, respectively. The main subset reAeets regional tectonie meehanisms, whereas the seeonelary subset,
meehanieally less consistent, prineipally refleets fault rebounel and local aeeommoelation.
Before examining earthquake data, asurprising result of geological stuelies of fault slip
elata in t.he fielel was the ielentification of twa opposite tectonie regimes, respeetively eharaeterized by a NW-SE extension (the major ane, prineipally iuclueling strike-slip anel normal
fault.s) anel a NW-SE compression (the minor ane, principally inclueling strike-slip anel fe\\'
reverse faulLs). VVe point out first. tbat for most of geological anel geophysieal elata inelependently colleeteel, similar teetonie regimes elominateel by NW-SE maximum stress anel NE-SW
minimum stress were ielentifieel, anel seeonel that both these studies revealed permutation of
extrernc stress axes for the remaining data.

We eoncluele that the Vordufell area is elominated by NW-SE extension, prineipally
accommoelateel by strike-slip anel normal faulting, in agreement with the general bebaviour
of the South Icelanel seismie zone. Local stress permutations, howe\"er, play a major 1'01e,
resulting in subsets of conflieting meehanisms for both the present-elay shallow earthquakes
anel the quaternary fault movements.

3.6.1.1.2 Pre!irninary stud'ies in the whole SISZ (work car'Tied out with Gudrnundsson and Ragnvaldsson)
Fielel stuelies have been earrieel out in September 1996 in tbe SISZ in oreler to colleet fault
slip tlata measurements. The colleetion has been maele in some seledetl sites in late Tertiary
anti Pleistoeene lavas anel hyaloclastites anel in postglacial ]a\·as. The areas investigateel
were the Skarelsfjall, Hestfjall anel Btirfell mountains, the Grimsnes area anti the canyons
of Stam Laxå anel Stara lvfåstnnga. The measurements are no\\' being analyzetl in terms
of stress tensors. The stutly will be eompleteel in the next few rnanths by analysis of focal
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mechanisms of earthqu<lkes in the S<lme <lreas.

3.6.1.1.3 Stress tensor deter-mination from foeal meehanisms: developmenf. of
new methodology
New methods, espeei<llly <liming <lt salving the problem of the choiee between nodal plan es
for each datum witbin a set of focal mechanisms of eartbquakes, are in preparation. Such
a melhoelology will be of particular interest in the SISZ, where large numbers of elata are
available, as well as aceurate relocations of eartbquakes by Ii'vIOR.DG.
The teebniques being presently prepareel give more weight to anal)'lical resolution of tbe
system of equalions involveel in the inverse problem, relative to the numerical proceelures. As
a prelirninary case stuely, the Vorelufell analysis mentioneel abm'e prO\'ieles a gooel example
for rnelhoelological evaluatiolJ, in aelelition to its intrinsic seismotectOnic ioterest.

3.6.1.2

Task 2: Participate in a cooperative effort in the overall project to
reconstruct the stress field in these seismic zones

Start: July 1996 (rnollth 5)
Expedeel enel: Febnwry 1998 (month 24)
Respollsible partner CNRS.TT
Cooperative partners: NVI, IMOR..DG
Francoise Bergerat allel Jacques Angelier
This task has involveel collabomtion with Thierry Villemin anel Oli"ier Dauteuil. It bas
so far focusseel on eleformation pattern, morpbology anel tension-sbear eleformation in the
Kmfta fissure s\Varm. This work is on scheelule.

3.6.1.2.1 Deformation puttern and morphology in the Krafta fissu1'e swarm: the
Mofell area (work carried out with Dauteuil and Villemin)
In the northern part of the rift, the eleformation affects an area 60 km ",iele. In tbis area most
of the active extensional eleformation is localizeel into fissure s\Varms, l to 5 km wide. Major
vo1canic centers are present along s\Varm axes. vVe analyzeel tbe partitioning of extension
into a major fissure swarm: tbe Krafta fissure swarm. The stuelieel area \Vas a 4.5 km 2 , near
the lVI6fell mountain, north of the Krafta voIeano anel composed of basaltic lava ftows younger
than 10,000 years.
\~'e used two information SOUl'Ces to estimate the spatial elistribution of strain in tbis
area. The first elataset was obtained from detailed mapping structures combining fielel measurements, SPOT satellite images and aerial photograpbs. Most faults anel fissures trend
NOlO'-030'. The fissures wieltb ranges from 10 to 200 cm. The faults have a rnaximum
vertical throw of 20 m. The second dataset useel is a network of more tban 450 geodetic
points provieling an accurate recorel of topography witbin the fissure swarm. Tbis allows
us to eletermine exactly the amount of tilt blocks (less than 2 ees), in an area with a \Veak
extensive rate since 10,000 years. This network was used tn elefine blocks with plan ar upper
surface. Tbe plunge and tbe treneI of each plane were estirnated anel analyzeel in compared
to the faull network. The plunge values vary from 0.2' to 3°, witb trend compriseel between
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N030° anel N100° The tilt of the blocks was useel to estimate the stretching accommoelated
by the block rotations.
A balance of the extension accommodated by block tilting and fissure dilatiou is discussed
along E-\\' profil es and on maps. Assuming that the whole area is affected by the same
stretching amnuut, important variaLions are thus highlighted inside the system.

3_6.1.2.2 Tension-shear deformation in the Krafla fissur'e swarm: the Lei,'hnjukur a"ea (work can'ied out w-ith Dauteuil and Villemin)
The geometry of the fraeture pattern of a small gmben (studied area: 280 m lang and 150
m wiele) in the Krafla fissure swarm was analyzeel in detail. Based on geodetic analysis of
the present-day topography at the tap of Holocene basaltic lava flows which fil1 the axial rift
mne, the defarmation of this initial1y horizontal surface can be reconstructed. Extensional
deformation is localized at all scales and block tilting, albeit present, remains minor.
Using simple moelels of the surface expression of normal faults, the geometrical characteristics of the topographic features relateel to active eleforrnation during tectonic-vo1canic
e"ents are quantitatively analyzed. At crustal depths of about ane km, normal faults are
present and have an average 70° dip. Comparison with the dip distribution of older normal
faults observeel in the uplifted and eroded shoulders of the rift zone, at paleodepths of 1-2
km, indicates that this dip determination is valid. Comparisons between the local case study
and structural analyses of aetive fissure swarms on a lat'ger scale suggest that normal faulting plays a major role in the middle section of the thin, newly forrned brittle crust of the
rift zone. Tn the axial oceanie rift zone of NE-Tceland, the extensional deformation in the
upper erust is dominated by horizontal tension and normal shear, their relative importance
depending on depth. Absolute tension dominates in the uppermost severaI hundred meters
of the erust, resulting in the development of fissure swarms. Efrective tension plays an impOl·tant role at a deeper level (2-5 km), because of the presence of magmatie fluid pressure
from magma chambers which feed dyke injections. At crustal depths of about l km, normal
shear prevails along fault planes whieh dip 60°-75°. This importance of normal shear at
moderate depth, between upper and lower crustal levels where tension prevails, is pointed
out. Within the extensional context of rifting, these variations of tectonie behaviour with
depth are contralIed by both the lithostatic pressure and the effective tension indueed by the
presenee of magmatic fluid pressure.
3.6.1.3

Future prospeets

Tn 1997, the selected areas of the STSZ will he studied in detail both in the field and for focal
mechanisms of earthquakes. Same preliminary studies in the Tjbrnes fraeture zone will also
be canied out (paleastress analyses, focal meehanisms of earthquukes).
3.6.1.4

Publications

Il] Bergerat F., J. Angelier, O. Dauteuil & T. Villemin 1996. forphologie et defarmation
dans un rift oceanique emerge: exemple du champ de fissures du Krafla (Nord-Est Tslande).
16eme Reun. Sc. Tene, Orleans, April 10~12, 1996, resurnes.
121 Bergerat F., J. Angelier, O. DauteuiJ & T. Villemin 1996. Present-day tensian-shear
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defarmation and morphology in the Krafla fissure swarm, axia! rifl zone of northeastern
Icelanel. In: Abstracts from tbe XXV ESC General Assembly, Seplember 9-14, 199G, Reykjavik, Ieelanel. Ieelandic Meteorologieal Office, Minislry for lhe Ell\'ironment, Universily of
Icelanel.
[31 Angelier, .l., S.Th. R6gnvalelsson, F. Bergeral, A. Guomunelssoll, S. Jakobsel6ttir & R.
Stef{msson 199G. Earthquakc focal mechanisms anel recent faulting: a seismotectonie anal)'sis
in tbe V6relllfell area, South Icelanel seismie zone. In: B. ThorkeIsson (eelilor), Seismology
in EnTa7,e. Paper, presenteel al tbe XXV ESC General Assernbly, Seplember 9-14, 1996,
Reykjavik, Ieelanel. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 199-204.
141 Angelier .T., F. Bergerat, O. Dauteuil &: T. Villemin 1996. Tension-shear relationships
ill extensional fissure swarms, axial rift of northeasiern Icelanc1: morphological evidences. J.
Struct. Geology, in press.
[5j Angelier .l., S.Th. R6gnvalelsson, F. Bergerat & A. Glldmunelsson 1997. Eartbquake focal
mechanisms anel regional stress: the seismotectonic bebaviolll' of the South Icelanel seismie
zone revealeel b)' tbe Viirelufell earthquake activity. In: Abstraels from the ninth biennial
EUG meeting, Ivlareh 23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.
IGI Bergerat F., J. Angelier, A. Guelmundsson & S.Tb. R6gnvaldsson 1997. .Toint study of
recent faulling and earthquake focal mechanisms in the South Icelanel seismie zone: tbe V6rel ufell area as a case example. In: Abslracts from the ninth biennial EUG rnceting, March
23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.
171 Dauteuil O., J. Angelier, F. Bergerat, V. Ferber, S. Verrier & T. Villemin 1997. Deforrnation pattem and morphology in the northern Icelanel rift. In: Abslracts from the nintb
biennia1 EUG meeting, Mareh 23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.
18J Gudmunelsson A., F. BergeraI, & J. Augelier 1997. Strike-slip faults in the central part of
the South Icelanel seismie sone. In: Abstracts from the ninth biennial EUG meeting, Marcb
23-27, 1997, Strasbourg.

3.6.2
3.6.2.1

Subproject 6B: Field and theoretical studies of fault populations
Task l: Make a detailed study of the faults in the TFZ and the SISZ

Start: July 199G (month 5)
Expected enel: February 1998 (month 24)
R.esponsible partner: NVI
Cooperative partners: [MOR. DG, UUPP.DGEO
Field inspeetion of the faults in the SISZ \Vas made in the summer of 1996. Delaileel mapping
of individual seismogenie faults in the Holaeene lavas of the SISZ has alreac1y resulteel in
detailed maps of the Leirubakki-Svinhagi fault; other faults are currently being mappeel.
Tbis work, whieh now inc1udes consielcrations of fluid pressure efl'ects anel the relation of
seismogenie faults to geothermal systems, is maele in eollaboratiou witb Helgi Tm'fason,
lcelanelic Energy Aulhority.
Some maps of the TFZ have already been made. The most detailed \York, however, \Vill
be made next summer (1997) in collaboralion with Tbierry Villemin (see Task 5). This task
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is on schedule.

3.6,2.1.1 The South leeland seismie zone
work has factlssed on aerial inspeetion of the main fault s)'srems. Some of the faults
have been se1ected for a dctai1ed areal study for comparison with on-land fie1d studies. The
prineip,l! questions addressed are: ,Vhy are the fault systems in the Ho1ocene lava Aow, 50
complex? How do these systems compare with the nearby faults in the Pleistocene rocks.
V,Iith the view of answering these questians partI)', a detailed aerial inspection and mapping of the Leirubakki-Svinhagi seismogenie fault has heen made. This fault is just over 7
km long strikes N12 C • The fault consists of many segments wilhin a zone that is 100-250
m wide. In the narthern part of the zone, individual fractures strike amund N12°, around
N15° in the midd1e part, and around N25° in the southernmost part. The fmctures thus hecome more easterI)' striking towards the south. The fraetures consist of en echelon segments,
with small push-ups or hilloeks as \Vell as pull-apart struetures het\Veen the nearhy en ds of
the segments. These structures are associated with areas of transpression and transtension,
respeetive1y, along the main strike-slip fault.
The Leiruhakki-Svinhagi fracture is location in the 9000 years old Thjorsårhraun lava
flow. The age of the fraeture itself is, however, not known. It is ohviously less than 9000
years old, hul, mal' he only severa1 hund red years old. At the southern ene! of the fmcture,
near the farm Svinhagi, hot water (15-20°C) emits from the fraeture. The presenee of warm
water in the fracture indieates that it is not very old as otherwise it would have been sealed
up with si1ica.
There are at 1east three main tren ds of fractures associated with the Leiruhakki-Svinhagi
fault: NNE, ENE and WNW. Most of these cracks are presumahly strike-slip faults. In
addition, there are NE trending tension fraetures. All these tren ds are a1so found in the
fault populations in the near'hy Pleistocene rocks. Nevertheless, the WNvV trend of segments
associated with the Leirubakki-Svinhagi fault is unusua11y clear and conspicuous and must
he explained by any modelthat attempts to account for the fraeture pattern associated with
tbe SISZ.
~Tork on the SISZ is in close collaboration with Jacques Angelier, Fran~oise Bergerat,
Sigurdnr Th. Riignvaldsson and Helgi Torfason. A rnanuseript on the origin and tectonic
evo1ution of the South Iceland seismic zone is near to being complcted.

Th~

3.6.2.1.2 The Tjor'nes fraeture zone
'York is in progress on comhining field and numerical studies witb seismic studies from
the extension of the SIL network in this area. A manuseript is in preparation, entitled:
Seismoteetonic analysis of the Tjiirnes fracture zone, an aeti"e transform fault in North
[celand. The purpose of this paper is to comhine a detailed seismic analysis by Sigurdur
Th. Riignva1dsson and Ragnar Slunga with on-1ane! field studies of the faults in the Tj6rnes
fradure zone. GUl' conclusion is that mauy of the strike-slip fauJts in the Grimsel' fault,
as well as those associated with the Dalvik "lineamenl," are northerly trending sinistral
faults rather than westerly trend ing dextral faults. We are working on numerical (boundary
element) mode1s with a view of explaining the current stress fiele! in this area.
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3.6.2.1.3 Effects of fluid pressure on fault development
Pore-fluid preSSlU'e greatly affects the probability of failure and reactivatioll of the faults,
both in the South Ieeland seismie zoue and in the Tjornes
fraeture zone. A detailed study
.
.
has, been made of tbe mineral veins (olel cbannels of geothermal water) on the fault planes
ill the Pleistocene rocks of the South Iceland seismie zone and in the Pleistncene-Tertiary
rocks ill the Tjornes fracture zone. One of the principal questiolls addressed in this study is:
how rapidly do seismogenic faults in these zone heal and how do changes in fluid pressure

.

in one region (e.g. in association with

ma.ic.n

earthquakes or vo1canic eruptions) affect slip

on faults in other regions. It is likely that changes in fluid pressure can be transmitted
over considerable distances and thus trigger earthquakes in areas relatively far away from
the source of the initial pressure change. Fluid presslu'e also afrects friction on fault planes,
hence the probability of fault slip.
This research is particularly important in view of the major geotbermal activity associateel
with earthquake fraetures in South Iceland and elsewhere. Tbe work on earthquake fracture
healing is partly in collahoration with Philip. lereelith, University College, London.

3.6.2.2

Task 2: Boundary-element rnodels of the faults

Start: March 199G (montb 1)
Expccted end: September 1997 (montb 19)
Respansible partner: NVI
Cooperative partner: UBLG.DF
This work has alreely started and is carried out in collaboration with Maurizio Bonafede and
Maria Elina Belardinelli, who use analytical methods. Sa far Ibe work has focusseel on tbe
well-defineel faults in the Holocene part of the SISZ. The work is on scbedule.

3.6.2.2.1 Analytical and numerical studies on fault populations
Fault populations develop in space and time. Both analytical and numerical studies are
important in order to be abJe to predict the evalution of fault populations, in particuJar
those in the South Iceland seismic zone and in the Tjornes fracture zone. Part of this work
uses data from other fault areas in Tceland, such as the Bnrgarfjordur arca where strike-slip
faults are common. This \Vork is made in col1aboration with Maurizio Bonafede and Maria
EJina Belardinel1i.
3.6.2.3

Task 3: Boundary-element studies of the TFZ and the SISZ

Start: JVlarch 1996 (month 1)
Expected end: September 1997 (montb 19)
Responsible partner: NVI
Cooperative partners: CNRS.TT, IMOR.DG
General models bave al ready been made and give very interesting results, particularly on the
migration of seismicity in these zones. This work is in col1aboration with Olivier DauteuiJ,
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Jacques Angelier, Franc;oise Bergerat, Thieny Villemin and Sigurdur Th. Riignvaldsson. This
work is on schedule.

,
3.6,.2.'1

Task 4: Make analog models of the SISZ and the TFZ

Start: March 1996 (mo nth l)
Expected end: February 1998 (mo ntb 24)
Responsible partner: NVI
Cooperative partner: CNRS.TT
Olivier Dauteuil has already made analog models of transform faults in general aud publisbed
l:ecently in JGR. Dauteuil is now applying tbese models to tbe SISZ and the TFZ. This task
is on scbedule.
3.6.2.5

Task 5: Detailed teetonie map of the TFZ

Start: July 1996 (montb 5)
Expected end: Deeember 1997 (month 22)
Responsible partner: NVI
Cooperative partners: TMORDG, CNRS.TT
Detailed tectonie map of TFZ. Tbis work has aJready started and the main part will be
made in the summer of 1997 in collaboration with Ågust Gudmundsson and Freysteinn
Sigmundsson. Tbis work is on schedule.
3.6.2.5.1 The Tjornes fracture zone
Part of tbe work on the Tj6rnes fraeture zone is made in coJlaboration with Thierry ViJlemin,
particularly on the on-land parts of the Husavik-Flatey fault. A detailed GPS network, set
up by the NVI in 1994, was expanded in collaboration with Villemin in 1995. One objecth'e
of this work is to conelate the seismicity on the Hllsavik-Flatey fault with the on-land slip
of the fault, as measured by the GPS network. Apaper was presented at the ninth biennial
EUG meeting in Strasbourg on same of the resuIts of this work.

3.6.2.6

Publieatinns

III Gudmundsson, Å. 1996a. Geometry, displacements and driving stresses of seismogenic
faults in TceJand. In: B. Thorkeisson (editor), Seisrnol0911 in Europe. Papers presented
at the XXV ESC General AssembJy, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. TSB:\
9979-60-235-X. Reykjavik, 193-198.
121 Gudmundsson, Å. 1996b. Stress ReJds controlling strike-slip faulting in Iceland. Phllsics
and Chemislrll of lhe Earlh, in press.
131 Gudmundsson, Å. 1996e. Stress Reid controlling strike-slip faulting in Tceland. In: A nna/es Geophllsicae. Abstracts from tbe XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague, May 6-10,
1996, Supplement I to vol. 14.
14) GlIdmllndsson, Å. 1996d. Formation and development of tension fractures in a lava pile.
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Tensile fraetming in the earth's erust. Programme with abstracts. University College, London, Departmeot of Geologieal Sciences, September 1996.
151 Gudmundsson, Å., F. Bergerat, & J. Angelier 1997. Strike-sJip faulLs in the central part
of t)le
South Iceland seismie zone. In: Abstraets from the ninth bien ni al EUG meeting..
I
March 23-27, 1997, Strasbomg.
[GI Gudmllndsson, Å. 1997. Origin and teetonie evolution of the South Iceland seismie zone.
In preparation.
171 Gudmundsson, A. 1996e. t-'fid-oeean ridge proeesses in Iceland. In: Annales Geophysicae.
Abstraets from the XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague, May 6-10, 1996, Supplement I
to vol. 14.
181 R6gnvaldsson, S., il.. Gudmllodsson & R. Slllnga, 1997. Seismotectonie aoalysis of the
Tj6rnes fraetme zone, an active transform fauJt in North Iceland. In preparation.
[91 Gudmundsson, A. 199Gf. Formatiou and development of fraeimes, with appJiealion to
fluid flow in solid rocks. Leetmes at the University of Bergen, Gelober 1996.
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3.7

Subproject 7: Theoretical analysis of faulting and earthquake proeesses

Contractor:
)
Maurizio Bonafede
Department of Physics
University of Bologna
Viale Berti-Pichat 8
40127 Bologna
Italy
Tel: +39-51-630-5001
Fax: +39-51-630-5058
E-mail: bonafede@ibogfs.dLunibo.it
Associated contractor:
Frank Roth
Rock Mechanics and Stress Field of tbe Earth's Crllst
Geomechanics and Mauagement of Drilling Projects
GeoForschungsZentrllm Potsdam
Telegrafeuberg A34
0-14473 Potsdam
Germany
Tel: +49-331-288-1530
Fax: +49-331-288-1534
Fr-mai!: rotb@gfz-potsclam.cle

3.7.1

Subpart 7A: Crust-mantle rheology in Iceland and Mid-Atlantic
ridge from studies of post-seismic rebound

Researchers:
Maurizio Bonafecle
Andrea Antonioli
Oepartment of Physics
University of Bologua
Viale Berti-Pichat 8
40127 Bologna
Italy
Tel: +39-51-630-5013
Fax: +39-51-630-5058
E-mail: studenti27@ibogfs.dLunibo.it
Maria Elin" Belardinelli
I.N.G.
Via di Vigna MlIrata 605
00143 Rome
Italy
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Tel: +39-6-51860-352
Fax: +39-6-5041-181
E-mail: belardinelli@ingrm.it
Antonio Piersanti
I.N.G
Via di Vigna Mural,,,, 605
00143 Rome
Ita!y
Fax: +39-6-5041-181
E-mail: piersanti@ing750.ingrm.it
Giorgio Spadu
Department of Physies
University of Bologna
Viale Berti-Piehat 8
40127 Bologna
It",ly
Tel: +39-51-630-5013
Fax: +39-51-630-5058
E-mail: giorgio@gea.df.uDibo.it

Andrea Antonio!i is supported with a fellowship under eontraet ENV4-CT96-0252. Starl
date: Octnber 1, 1996. He is wOl'king 100% of his time OD the projeel.
Maria Elina Belarelinelli is wnrking 30% of her time in the prnjeet sinee Mareh 1, 1996.
Maurizio BonafeeIe is working 20% of his time on the projecl sinee Mareh 1, 1996.
Antonio Piersanti is working 30% of his time in the projeet since ]\'!areh 1, 1996.
Giorgio Spada is working 30% of his time in tbe project sinee Mareh 1, 1996.
3.7.1.1

Task l: Inferences on the regional stress field from the study of seeondary earthquake fraetures

Start: Mareh 1996 (month 1)
Enel: November 1996 (month 9)
Responsible partner: UBLG.DF
Coopcrative partner: NV!
Maurizio BonafeeIe, l\'[aria Elina Be!arelinelli and Ågilst Gudmunelsson
The appearanee of tension gashes at the earth surfaee, following an earthquake, can proviele
constraints on the regional stress field whieh produeed the earthquake. Such fissures can be
aften observed when the seismie fault does not reaeh the surface and are e",lIeel secondary
earlhquake fraetures. This stuely is applieel to the South lceland seismie zone, locateel between the Reykjanes Rielge and the eastem vo1canie zone, in Soutb lceland. This zone is
eharaeterized by l and NE treneling alTays of en-enehelon tension fraetures wbieh are the
most prominent snrfaee fe",tnres. The arrays are globally oriented in the e1irection of e1extral
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Fault slip
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Figure 14:
strike-slip faults, burieel uneler Holocene lava nows, but the orieoralions (a) of individual
fissures generally eleviate 10°-20' from the strike elirection (Figure 14).
In oreler to unelerstand the relationships between fissure arrays anel the stress fielel proelucing them, the earthquake-ineluceel stress field is computeel by mealls of a dislocation model
in a layered half-space anel is superposed ODtO a regioDal stress field with principal axes a j
anel 0'2 (Figure 15a).
The aDgle between the seismie fault and inelividual fissures canllot be less than 22.5°, if
the latter open as pure tensile cracks, whatever the orieDtation (8) of the regional stress fielel
(Figure 15b). Fissure angles less than 22.5' can be explaineel if the fissures break at depth
as shear cracks, with strike elirection a' elictated by the Coulomb-Navier criterion (Figure
15c), anel opeo in mixed tensile mode from the surface elowo to a few tcns of meters, wbere
the teDsile stress produceel by the earthquakc overcomes the lithostatie pressure (Figure 16).
Accordingly, the presenee of apen fissures strikiog a few degrees away from tbe direction
inferred for the fault strike can be employed to draw ioferences 00 the frictional regime
prevailing io the brittle seismogeoie layer anel on the orientation anel intensitO' of the regional
stress field.
Compareel to anticipated milestones in work program, the pre\'ious report is a con tri bution to Task 1. A more detailed description of the stress induced by strike-slip earthquakes
in the near-field has been obtained employing crack models in which the stress drap on the
fault is assigned instead of tbe slip vector. The inc1usion of variable stress drap, compatible
with frictional laws, surfaee layering and tectonic loading will be obtained in the next few
montbs.
Preliminary results were presented at tbe Reykjavik meeting, further advancements bave
been presented at the GNGTS meetiDg in Rome, and at the ninth bienoial EUG meeting in
Strasbourg io Marcb 1997. A paper is in preparation.
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Figure 15:

3.7.1.2

Task 2: Global post-seismic rebound following st rike-slip and normal
faulting earthquakes

Start: lvIarch 199G (montb l)
Expected end: February 1997 (month 12)
Responsible partner: VBLG.DF
lvI aurizio Bonafede, Antonio Piersanti and Giorgio Spada
In order to study the post-seismic rebouod following large lithospberic eartbquakes we have
built a spberical, self-gravitating earth model witb viscoelastic rbeology (Piersanti et al.
1997). Tbis model, which allows to compute coseismic and postseismic displacements associated to lithosperic eartbquakes, is now employed to prediet horizontaJ and vertical rates
of deformations in Iceland. The results are compared witb geodetic data in order to better
constrain tbe rheological structure of the upper mantle beneatb Iceland. Althougb motions
associated with rift dynamics and postglacial adjustment are expected to contribute in a
dominant way to present-day velocities in this area, new insigbts are expected from the
application of our postseismie rebound model to Iceland. The solutions and algoritbms
developed under Task 2 are meant as working tools for finalizing Tasks 3 and 5.
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figure 1G:
Referenees:
III Piersanti, A. G. Spada & R. Sabac1ini 1997. Global posLsebmic rehollnd of a viscoelastic
earth: theory for fiuiLe faults and application to the J961 Alaska earLhquake. .l. Geophys.
Res. 102, 477-492.
3.7.1.3

Task 3: Cornparison betwecn global earth mode!s, inC!uding sphericity
and self-gravitation, and plane models

Start: March 1996 (mo nth l)
End: febrnary 1997 (month 12)
Responsible pattner: DBLG. Df
Andrea Antonioli, Maurizio Bonafede, Antonio Pien;anti and Giorgio Spada
YVe have compared t.wo difl'erent approaches t.o the stlldy of post-seismic deformations. In
the first ane, we have considered a fiaL eatth model forced b.l· il vertical strike-slip fanlt
embedded in an clastic lithosphere (Nur and Mavko 1974). [n lhe second ane, we have
solved the same problem in spherical gcometry, taking advanLage of the results by Piersanti
et al. (1997) (see 3.7.] .2). III hoth cases, wc ha\'e computed the coseismic displacements
and the delayed post-scismic displacernents associated with the Yiscoelastic relaxation of a
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Figure 17:
uuiform mantIe.
Tn Figure 17 we compare coseismic (left) and postseismie (right) horizontal displacements
computed accOt·ding to the spherical model (dashed lines) with those predicted on the basis
of the flat ane (solid lines). The twa tap panels refer to moderate source-observer distances
(i.e., 0<d<120 km), wbereas tbe far-field respanses are portrayed in t.he bot.tom paneIs,
with 120«1<4000 km. Tn tbis case study we have employed a vertical strike-slip fault.
source of widt.h VV=50 km, wbicb breaks tbe litbosphere-mantle boundary, located at a
depth of 100 km. As expected, tbere is a elose agreement between tbe twa models in tbe
coseismic regime for moderate source-observer distances (0«1<120 km, tap left panel). In
tbe postseismic regime (tap, rigbt) tbe spberical model predicts a displacement wbich sensibly
differs from tbe ane obtained bl' means of a flat modeL Differences between spberical and
flat models are particularly large in tbe far field (bottom paneIs).
An analysis similar to that perforrned in Figure 17 has also heen carried out on the stress
fields induced by a strike-slip earthquake. Significant corrections to both the time-evolution
and the spatial pattern of the stress field have been found even at distances from the ridge
much less than the radius of the eartb. \Ve have observed tbat stresses due to lithospheric
eartbquakes in a spberical earth decay slowly with increasing distance from the fault, in
contrast with predictions based on flat models. We have also computed tbe time-evolution
of the stress field for earth mode!s ineluding a realistic viscosity profile. We have found that
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mantle relaxation aets to increase the amount of stress in the lithosphere associated to a large
earthquake. The spatio-temporal pattern of postseismie stress diffusion has been found to
be strongly direction-dependent. The relaxation time which characterizes stress diffusion at.
larg~ elistances from the epicenter is mainly governeel by the rheology of the asthenosphere.
The results of this stuely have been presenteel at t.he 1996 GNGTS meeting in Rome.
They are containeel in the dissertation by A. Antonioli 1995: Deformazione post-sismica
globale: confronto fra modelli piani e sferici cd analisi del campo si sforzi generato da grandi
event.i sismici, Thesis, University of Bologna, 82 p. Further results on the stress fielel were
presented at the ninth biennial EUG meeting in Strasbourg (Antonioli, A., A. Piersanti,
G. Spada & M. Bonafede 1997: Time-dependent stress field associateel with rift. dynamics,
a.bstraet). Apaper entitled "Post-seismic eIeformations: a comparison between spherical anel
flat. earth mo dels and stress diffusion following large earthquakes" has been submitted to
Geophysical Journal International.
Referenees:
III Nur, A. & G. Mavko 1974. Postseismic viscoelastic rebound. Science 183, 204-206.
3.7.1.4

Task 4: Modelling of a spreading ridge

Start: October 1996 (month 8)
End: March 1997 (month 13)
Responsible partner: UBLG.DF
Andrea Antonioli, Maurizio Bonafede, Antonio Piersanti and Giorgio Spada
By means of a viscoelastic model we have computed the deformations associated with the
dynamics of a spreading ridge in a spherical, rheologically stratified earth. The pUl·pose is
to apply this model to a study of the tectonics of the Iceland Rjdge. The method of solution
is based on a qnasi-analytical speetraI approach to the general equations whieh govern the
defarmations of a spherical earth due to seismie sources.
Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the results obtained by means of the technique outlined
above. In this case study, we have employed a simple earth model which inc1udes a 100 km
thick elastic lithosphere, a uniform mantle with Maxwell rheology, and a fluid inviscid core.
The source of eleformation consists of a 200 km long tensile fault buried at a depth of 50
km. The respanse of the eal·th to this finite fault has been retrieved by summation of the
efl"ects of n=51 point sources, each characterized by a Burger's ,·edor b=15 m and by an
Heavisiele time-history. The more rcalistic case of a slowly apening tensile fault can be dealt
in a simple way. Figure 18 portrays the coseismic surface displacement u (in cm) observed
at a given distance from the fault along different azimuths ei (namely, 0°, 45° and 90° from
tap to bottom). The surface displacement is decomposed along the spherical unit vedors r,
and q, (dash-dotted, solid, and dotted curves, respectively).
To appreciate the effects of mant1e relaxation upon surface observables, we show in Figure
19 the long-t.erm respanse of the earth to the same excitation source eonsidered in Figure
18. The time-scilles governing the transition from coseismic to postseismie displacements
depends essentially from the viscosity stratification of the mantIe. For an upper mantle characterizeel by a relatively low viscosity (such as the mantle beneath Iceland) these time-scales

e,
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CosGismic Displacement (cm)
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Figure 18:
amount to a few years (Piersanti et al. 1997, see 3.7.1.2). A comparison between Figures 18
and 19 indicates that relatively large amounts of relaxation may a!fect all of the components
of the displacement field. In particular, we observe amplifications of a factor of 2 for the
Band r components of displacements along a=900 (bottom panels). Another interesting
feature of Figure 19 is the large spatial scale of the region experieocing horizontal motions
in the postseismie regime.
We have developed the capability to model a spreading ridge in a stratified earth with
Ma.-xwell rheology. Our approach allows for a realistic description of the time-dependent surface deformation associated with the opening of a rift according to an arbitrary time-history.
A particular attention is being devoted to the study of the stress field due to the rift dynamics and on its potential impact on earthquake triggering at any distance from the ridge
axis. Comparisans with available analytical solutians valid for ahomogeneous half-space
model have allowecl to appreciate the e!fects of mantle layering on tbe induced displacement
field. In particular, we have found that the subsidence observed along the ridge axis during
episodes of magma upwelling can be accountecl for.
Preliminary results on this topic have been presented at the 1996 GNGTS meeting in
Rome, final results were presented at the ninth beinnial EUG meeting in Strasbourg (Antonioli, A., A. Piersanti, G. Spada, and M. Bonafede 1997: Time-dependent stress field
associated with rift dynamics, abstract). A paper is in preparation.
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Postseismie Displacement (cm)
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Figure 19:
3,7,1.5

Task 5: Modelling of aeeelerated plate teetonics on a ridge following a
major earthquake in a transform shear zone: inferenees on the rheologieal strueture below Iceland

Start: March 1997 (month 13)
End: February 1998 (month 24)
RespoDsible partner: UBLG_DF
Andrea Antonioli, Maurizio Bonafede, Antonio Piersanti and Giorgio Spada
The episoclic uprise of magma along the Icelancl rift is expectecl to incluce time-depenclent
stress aceumulation in the surrounding regions, whieh may be associated to seismic activity
along transform faults_ In turn, seismic activity may affeet significantly the evo!ution of
!Vlid-Atlantic Ridge_ In order to modelthese complex interaeting proeesses, we will employ
the eat-th model described above (Tasks 2 and 4), which allows to compute the cleformation
and stress fields associated with major earthquakes and the time-dependent opening of the
Iceland rift. As planned, Task 5 can not be finalized within the project, though preliminary
results will be obtainecL
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3.7.1.6

Meetings and conferences

XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague, The Netherlands, May 6-10, 1996.
XXV ESC General Assembly, Reykjal"ik, Icelanel, Seplember 9-14. 1996.
Institut ele Physique elu Globe, Paris, September 30, 1996 (meeling of Maurizio Bonafeele,
Ågusl Gudmundssoll, Jacques Angelier aod Fran<;oise Bergerat).
3.7.1.7

Publications

III Piersanli, A., G. Spaela & R. Sabaelini 1997. Global postseismic rebounel of a viscoelaslic
earth: theory for finite faulls anel applicalion to the 1964 Alaska earthquake. J. Geophys.
Res. 102, 477-492.
121 Belardinalli, M.E. & M. Bonafcele 1997. Ncar-fielel stress cI'oiution after a strike-slip
earthquake in a layereel viscoelastic halfspace. Phys. and Chern. aj the Earth, in press.
131 AntonioJi, A., A. Piersanti & G. Spaela 1997. Post-seismic deformations: a comp"rison
between spherica1 anel flat carth moelels anel stress eliffusion folloll"ing large earthquakes.
Geophys. J. Tnt., submittcd.
141 Bonafeele, lvI. & S. Danesi 1997. Near-fielel moelifications of stress ineluceel by elyke injection at shallow elepth. Geophys. J. Tnt., submitteel.
151 Belardinelli M.E. & M. Bonafede 1996". Near-field stress el'olution after a strike-slip
earthquake in a layereel viscoelastic half space. In: Abstracts from the XXI EGS General
Assembly, The Hague, May 6-10, 1996.
16] Bonafede, M., S. Danesi & M. Olil"ieri 1996. Moelel1ing surface topography of rift zones
in terms of crack theory. In: Abstracts from the XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague,
May 6-10, 1996.
171 Belarelinel1i M.E. & M. Bonafeele 1996b. Stress ficlels anel tensile fraetures in a transform
eloma;n. In: Ahstracts from the XX" ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. !celanelic Meteorological Office, Ministry for the Em'ironment, University of
Icelanel.
181 Bonafeele, M. & S. Danesi 1996. Campa eli sforzi e meccanismi eli fagliazione inelotti elalIa
intrusione di un elieco in prossimita' elel1a superficie. In: Abstracts from the 15th GNGTS
Annuallvleetiog, Rome, November 11-13, 1996.
191 Belarelinelli, M.E., M. Bonafcele & A. Gnelmunelsson 1996. Oricntamento elelle fessure superficiali create ela un terremoto trascorrente. In: Abstracts from the 15th GNGTS Annnal
Meeting, Rome, November 11-13, 1996.
IlO] Antonioli, A., A. Piersanti, G Spaela & R. Sabac1ini 1996. Stnelio su scala globale elel
campo di sforzi proelotto elai granel; terremoti. In: Abstracts from the 15th GNGTS Annual
Mecting, Rome, November 11-13, 1996.
Ill] Piersanti, A., A. Antonioli, 1\1. Cocco & C. j ostro 1996. Global post-seismic c1eformation: siress fielc1 changes. In: Abstracts from the AGU 1996 fall meeting, San Francisco,
December 15-19, 1996.
1121 Antooioli, A., A. Piersanti, G. Spaela & M. Bonafeele 1997. Time-elepenelent stress fielel
associateel with rift elynamics. In: Abstracts from the ninth biennia) EUG meeting, March
23-27, 1997, Strasbonrg.
113) Belarelinel1i, M.E., M. Bonafeele & Å. Guelmunc1sson 1997. Orientation of seconelary
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earthquake fraetures. Iu: Abstraets from the ninth biennial EUG meeting, i\[areh 23-27,
1997, Strasbourg.

,
3.7,.2

Subpart 7B: Modelling of the earthquake related space~time behaviour of the stress field in the fault system of southern Iceland

In the framework of the EC projeet "Earthquake PredicLion Researeh in a Natural Laboratory", a model study was begun to obticin forward models of the stress field and stress
ehanges in the South Ieeland seismic zone.
This proposa1 has the target to model the spaee-time development of the stress fie1d
using data on strain and stress ehanges from the other experimems and from databases.
. In detail, this aims at the modelling of:
• the ehanges in erustal strain and stress due to earthquakes and aseismie movement in
the fault system of the South Iceland seismie zone.
• the formation and grolVth of faults and their interaetion.
• the mutual influenee between volcanie and earthquake aetivity, e.g. magmatie upwelling and shearing at fault zones.
With the funding available, the following models are addressed:
3.7.2.1

Task 1: Calculation of the stress fielcl due to motions on the main faults

Start: lvlareh 1996 (month l)
Expeeted end: Oetober 1997 (month 20)
Responsible partner: GFS.DR.DBL
Cooperative partner: IMOR.OG

j

See Task 2.
3.7.2.2

Task 2: Comparisan with the seismie moment release

Start: Mareh 1996 (mo nth l)
Expeeted end: Oetober 1997 (month 20)
Responsible partner: GFS.DR.DBL
Cooperative partner: IMOR.DG
As a first step in earrying out Task l and Task 2, the existing software was eheeked and
transferred into the new Portran-90 standard. Then the programs were tuned for faster
perfarmanee and extended to allow ealcn1ation of six instead of five layers to aeeount for
detailed knowledge of veloeity depth profiles.
In the following, a preparational study IVas made on the influenee of severaI layers, i.e.
their elastie eonstants and tbiekness, on sur face deformation. Doing so, speeial attention
IVas paid to the effeets of tbe physieal properties of tbe source layer on amplifieation or
dirninisbing disp1aeement at the surface. Results were reported at the 1996 XXI EGS and
]C'(V ESC General Assemblies.
Data are gathered on strong (historieal) earthquakes on Iceland and its sUlToundings.
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3.7.2.3

Task 3: Stress build-up by these motions and stress release by the major
earthqllakes

Stiwt: lvfarch 1996 (month 1)
ExrJected end: actabel' 1997 (month 20)
Responsible partner: GFZ.DR.DBC
At the moment, two models are prepared: (1) a scherne comprising tbe main ridge parts on
Iceland and the North Atlantic Ridge to the North and to the South of the island and (2) a
model of the South Iceland seismic zone and the adjacent part of the eastern vo1canic zone,
including both faults and tbe load due to Katla and Hek!a volcanoes. Due to the fact, that
ria co-worker could be hired up to now, work is bebind schedule. This will change wHh a new
geophysicist who began work in January in subproject 4. Thus, tbe associated contractor
the ouly one working in this subproject - will have more time to concentrate on this work.
3.7.2.4

Task 4: Forward moclelling of the rheological parameters of the lithospherejasthenosphere in sOllthern Icelancl using data of postseismie c1eforrnations

Expected start: May 1997 (month 15)
Expected end: .January 1998 (montb 23)
3.7.2.5

Publications

111 Roth, F. 1996a. Surface defarmation due to a source below severaI soft sedimentary layers.
In: Anna/es Geophysicae. Abstracts from the XXI EGS General Assembly, The Hague, May
6-10, 1996, Supplement I to vol. 14.
121 Roth, F. 1996b. Deformation pattern of displacement source below severaI layers. In:
Abstraets from tbe XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Icelandie Meteorologieal Office, Ministry for the Environment, University of Iceland.
3.7.2.6

Meetings and conferences

Meetings between lvlaurizio Bonafede and co-workers witb Frank Roth took plaee in May in
The Hague and in September in Reykjavik.
3.7.2.7

Methods

The database for the modelling are tbe seismicity, deformation, strain and stress data existing
already and being gatbered in future in the measlll'ing efforts of tbe proposers to tbis researcb
projeet. A long bistorieal reeord of eartbquakes larger than 6 is avai!able for events since
1700 and instrumental data are available from 1926 on. Starting 1990, data from the SIL
seismic network complete down to magnitude O within tbe test site can be used. Furtbermore,
the model ealculations will make use of data on erusta] deformation, especially on distance
ehanges measured by geodimeters and GPS tecbniques. lvloreover strain changes are reeorded
by volumetric borebole strainmeters. In general, it is based on tbe current state of knowledge
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of seismotectonics of Tceland and the interpretations of crustal strain and movements in Lhe
regIOn.
,The objedives of these invesLigations are:
o A better understanding of the distribution of seismicity in space and time, it.s dustering
and migration in Iceland.
o To seek a detailed explanation for the relation between Lhe left-Iateral strike direction of
the South Iceland seismie zone and the fact that after hisLorical earthquakes new cracks
were aften created following the complementary N-S right-lateral strike direct.ion.
o To make a contributiou to the intermediate-term earthquake predietion in this populated and economically import.ant region of Iceland.
o To provide models for the joint interpretation of thc data gathered in the common
research pragramrne proposed here.
o To compare models of stress fields at SIL to those for stress fields in other regions, e.g.
the Nort.h Auatolian fault zone.
On a wider scope, more insight in the relation of seismie and voJcanic activity is envisaged
as well as into the possibilities of earthquake predietion. The siluation on Iceland is very
favourable for both, as there are vo1canoes and langer faults. Coucerning scale, the SIL area
fills a gap belween small experiments in the laboratory and investigations in mines on ane
hand and the researeh on large areas as the NorLh Anat.oliau fault. or the San Andreas fault,
on the other. Thus, the transfer of results from ane scale to another might get. easier.
The forward modelling of stress fields will be done by applying statie dislocation theory
to geodetic data and data obtained thraugh seismic moments from seismograms. It allows
to ca1culate displacement.s, strain and stresses due to double-couple and extensional sources
in layered elastie and iuelastic eaI·th structures. Besides the change in displacement during
Lhe event, the changes caused by the movement of plates can be included.

,

3.7.2.8

Modelling to ols

The associated contractor provides computer programs to ca1culate:
o Displacement, st.rain and stress in ahomogeneous (in-)elastic half-spfLce due to point
sources and extended sources of double-couple type, of explosion and crack apening
type.
o Surface and slIbsurface displacement, strain and stress due lo a point source of variable
type in a layered half-space, including ane inelastic layer.
o The superposition of stress fields from falllt segments with oAset and/or difFerent strike
direction .
• Displacement and strcss due to loads of various shapes all a spherical shell.
''Vith the experience and tools given, the goals set above can be achieved.
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Papers directly associated with PRENLAB

4.1

Subproject 1

il l Angelier, .I., S.Th. Riignvaldsson, F. Bergerat, A. Guomunc1sson, S. Jakobsd6ttir &. R
Stef,insson 1996. Earthquake focal mechanisms and recent faulting: a seismotectonic analysi~
in the ViirdufelJ area, South Iceland seismie zone. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismology
in Europc. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996,
Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 199-20'J.
121 Aglistsson, K., A. Linde &. R. Stefånsson 1996. The 1987 ValnafjiilJ earthquake South
Iceland viewed by strainmeters: information on source proeesses from associated deformation. In: B. Thorkclsson (editor), Se'ismologv in EU1'Ope. Papers prcsented at the XXV
ESC General Assembly, September 9-H, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X,
175-180.
131 Biiovarsson, R., S.Th. Riignvaldsson, S. Jakobsd6ttir, R. Slunga &. R. Stefånsson 1996.
The SIL data acquisition and monitoring system. Seism. Res. Lett. 67, 35-46.
141 Crampin, S., H.J. Rowlands &. R. Stefånsson 1996. Monitoring stress during magma
injection. Gcophys. Res. Lett., sllbmitted.
[5] Riignvaldsson, S.Th., G. GlIomllndsson, K. Agustsson, S. Jakobsd6ttir &. R. Stefånsson
1996: R.ecent seismicity near the HengilJ triple-junctioo, SvV-!eelaod. In: B. Thorkelssoo (editor), Seism%gv in Europe. Papers preseoted at the XXV ESC General Assembly,
September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 461-466.
[61 Riignvaldsson, S.Th., G. Guomundsson, K. Agustsson, S. Jakobsd6ttir, R. Slunga &. R.
Stefånsson 1997. Seismicity io the Hengill vokanic area, SW-Iceland. Vo/canology and Seism%gv, submitted.
171 Stefånssoo, R. 1996. Towards earthquake predictioo in Iceland. lo: B. Thorkelssoo (editor), Seism%gy in Europe. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September
9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Icelaod. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, 3-8.
181 Stefåosson, R., R. Biidvarssoo &. G. Guomundssoo 1996. !eeland plume teetonies. Some
speeulations and facts. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismology in Europe. Papers preseoted at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, !eeland. ISBN
9979-60-235-X, 505-511.
4.2

Subproject 2

[11 Biidvarsson, R., S.Th. Riignvaldsson, S Jakobsd6ttir, R. Slunga &. R. Stefånsson 1996.
The SIL data acquisition and monitoring system. Seism. Res. Lett. 67, 35-46.
121 Stefansson, R., R. Biidvarssoll, &. G. Gudmundsson 1996. Iceland plume tectonies. Some
speeulations and facts. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seism%gy in Europe. Papers pre-
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sented at the XXV ESC General Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland. ISBN
9979-60-235-X, 505-511.

4.3

Subproject 3

11) Crampin, S., H.J. Rowlands & R. Stefånsson 1996. Monitoring stress during magma
injection. Geophvs. Res. Lett., submitted.
4.4

Subproject 4

lil Roth, F. 1997. Vorstellung des Projektes zu Wiederholungsmessungen in einer Bohrung
im Slidislandischen Seismizitatsgebiet. Spedal issue on borehole geophysies of Deutsche Geophysikalisehe Gesellsehaft, submitted.
121 J6nsson, S. & P. Einarsson 1996. Radon anomalies and earthquakes in the South Ieeland seismie zone 1977-1993. In: B. ThorkeIsson (editor), Seism%gv in Europe. Papers
presented at the XXV ESC General AssembJy, Septemher 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, Iceland.
ISBN 9979-60-235-X, Reykjavik, 247-252.
[31 Theod6rsson, P. 1996. Improved automatie radon monitoring in ground water. In: B.
ThorkeIsson (editor), Seismologv in Europe. Papers presented at the XXV ESC General
Assembly, September 9-14, 1996, Reykjavik, leeland. ISBN 9979-60-235-X, R.eykjavik,
253-257.
4.5

Subproject 5

Il] Sigmundsson, F., P. Einarsson, S.Th. Riignvaldsson, G.R. Foulger, K.M. Hodgldnson &.
G. Thorbergsson 1996. 1994-1995 seismicity and deformation at the Hengill triple junetion.
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